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This dissertation reports a computer architecture for

emergency call processing, and with this as an example,

examines an approach to designing special purpose computer

architectures. Computer architecture here includes consider-

ations of data organization, processing procedures, and

machine structure. The primary tasks to be performed by the

emergency call processor developed here are assignment,

routing, and dispatching of police, fire, ambulance, and

rescue vehicles in an urban area.

In a review of the emergency call processing problem,

system boundaries, necessary processing tasks, and requisite

information or data are identified. The problem is sub-

divided through a partition on the information base with

respect to the processing tasks. Each subproblem is identi-

fied with a processing system, and the system which assigns

and routes the vehicles closest to the site specified in a

call is found to merit further study. The remaining systems
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are readily implemented by well-known techniques in avail-

able and previously proposed machines.

The real-time assignment and routing of vehicles becomes

the shortest route problem in graph theory when the street

system is modeled as a labeled, directed graph. From a

review of reported shortest route algorithms of the tree-

building class, it was observed that they operate by iter-

ated application of a minimizing procedure to elements of

the graph. The operations which must be performed in an

iteration may be executed in parallel, and an iteration can

be related to a scan of the graph elements. A generalized

statement of the algorithm is developed and a control param-

eter is introduced through which the number of operations

per iteration or cycle may be constrained to suit the machine

structure.

A machine structure based on the algorithm is proposed.

The machine employs segmented, cyclic access memory for

storage of the street system model such that an iteration of

the algorithm is identified with a memory cycle. A proces-

sing cell is associated xvith each memory segment to permit

parallel applications of the minimizing procedure to the

stored graph elements. Specific procedures realizing the

algorithm are developed, a data structure for the street

system model is designed, and a format for data transfer is

specified. An access structure for the machine is proposed

to meet the data transfer needs and to exploit the multi-

plicity in processing units for slow degradation in performance
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with increasing component failures. Alternative architec-

tures are compared against the proposed architecture with

respect to speed, cost, and dependability.

In this study of a special purpose computer architec-

ture, it is evident that the aspects of processing proce-

dures,data organization, and machine structure must be

considered as they interact within the framework of the

application. Particular attention must be paid to avoid

unnecessarily constraining one of these aspects in describ-

ing one of the others. It is believed that the approach to

solving the emergency call processing problem followed here

has resulted in a sound architecture, well suited to the

problem. The approach should easily extend to the design of

computer architectures for other applications.
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INTRODUCTION

The architecture of a special purpose computer is more

than the structure of a machine. It also includes the pro-

cessing procedures implemented in the machine and the organi-

zation of data in the storage. The design of a special

purpose computer, then, includes the specification of these

three architectural features such that the computational

requirements of the application are satisfied, while per-

formance and cost criteria of the problem are observed.

This report describes an example in the design of a special

purpose computer from the analysis of the application to the

specification of the architecture. The application area is

emergency call processing.

The function of the computer proposed here for emer-

gency call processing is to improve fire, police, ambulance,

and rescue services in urban areas through reductions in

emergency vehicle response times. Response time is an im-

portant factor in servicing emergencies, and even small

improvements can result in the saving of human life or

valuable property [CARTG 70, CDPH* 69, LARSR 70]. It is

believed that delays arising in emergency service communi-

cation centers and the travel times of responding vehicles

can be reduced through automation in emergency call
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processing with a moderate initial cost which should be

quickly recovered from savings in operating costs.

The primary tasks to be performed by the emergency call

processor are the calculation of the minimum travel times of

appropriate, available vehicles from their respective posi-

tions to the site of the emergency; the assignment of

vehicles based on the needs of the emergency and the travel

time estimates; and the determination of a quickest route

through the street system for each assigned vehicle. The

computation of travel times and the determination of routes

is based on a labeled, directed graph model of the street

system, and is performed for each emergency at the time the

call is received. The labels on the arcs of the street sys-

tern model represent the orientations of the corresponding

street segments and the estimated travel time along the seg-

ments. The orientations are included in order to assess

penalties on turns. Having the street system model stored

in the processor memory, the travel time labels are easily

altered with regular or anticipated changes in traffic con-

ditions, and with reported exceptions. The locations of

available emergency vehicles with respect to the street

system are represented in the model through labels on the

nodes and, again, are easily modified such that the current

positions of patrolling police cars or other cruising

vehicles may be accurately represented.

The travel times between emergency vehicle positions

or stations and the site of the emergency are calculated by
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a shortest route algorithm representing a generalization of

the procedures of E. F. Moore [MOORE 59] and E. W. Dijkstra

[DUKE 59]. As well as determining the travel times, the

algorithm places in labels of the nodes a shortest route

tree rooted at the node nearest the site of the emergency.

This tree facilitates the determination of quickest routes.

The structure of the proposed emergency call processor

has been heavily influenced by the size of street system

models for urban areas; the speed with which assignments

must be made and routes determined; and the characteristics

of shortest route algorithms. Cyclic access storage devices

such as magnetic discs or drums appear to be the most satis-

factory compromise in speed and cost for the repository of

the street system model. The shortest route algorithm

requires only simple arithmetic operations (addition, sub-

traction, and comparison), and has a high potential for

parallel computation. This potential is exploited to com-

pensate for the latency of the main memory by appending

suitable arithmetic and control modules to each cyclic seg-

ment of the memory. The result is a distributed-logic

machine structure. Both spatial and temporal relocations of

partial results are provided for by buses and a small,

content-addressed memory. The costs of the segment modules

and the content-addressed memory are kept low by the use of

serial arithmetic and shift register memories wherever

possible.
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In addition to the primary tasks of emergency call pro-

cessing, interface problems are considered. It is assumed

that the specifications of emergency sites and the descrip-

tions of the emergencies are presented to the processor as

character strings, and that the routes found by the processor

must be translated back into the names of streets. The

architectures of processor subsystems are proposed for these

tasks, but in less detail than for the primary tasks.

In the folloitfing section, the emergency call processing

problem is considered in detail in order to formulate the

desiderata. The next section deals with the street system

model, and subsequent sections treat the shortest route

algorithm and the processor architecture. In the final sec-

tions, elements of speed, cost, and dependability in the

proposed architecture are considered, and alternative archi-

tectures are reviewed.
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EMERGENCY CALL PROCESSING

The purpose of this section is to examine the compo-

nents of vehicle response times and their relationships with

emergency call processing in some detail in order to develop

goals for the processor design. After analyzing response

times, the functions of an emergency call processor in an

urban-wide, emergency call processing system are considered.

The response time of an emergency vehicle is the dura-

tion from the time the informant initiates his call to the

time the vehicle arrives at the site of the emergency. The

two major components of response time are the communications

center response time and the travel time or field response

time [TFRPT 67]. The communications center response time

is the sum of the times for communication between the infor-

mant and a dispatcher, for the selection of vehicles by the

dispatcher, and for the communication between the dispatcher
and the vehicle operator. In police department operations

[LARSR 70] there are additional components because the calls

are filtered through a receptionist who encodes the informa-

tion and passes it to the dispatcher who may act on it or

place it in a queue, depending on its urgency and the avail-

ability of vehicles.
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The principal response time components of interest here

are those associated with the dispatcher and the field

response time. When the dispatcher is informed of an emer-

gency, he first decides on the types and numbers of vehicles

which should be sent. This decision is based on the descrip-

tion of the emergency, or its location and a standard re-

sponse. The dispatcher then selects the specific units to

respond from those available. Rapid and accurate decisions

by the dispatcher depend on his immediate knowledge of the

availability of specific units, their locations, the street

system, preplanned routes, and standard responses. Although

the dispatcher may be backed up by manual status boards,

street maps, street indices giving standard responses, and

possibly overlays for preplanned routes, reliance on these

measures can result in significant, additional delay [CARTG

70]. As an alternative to requiring the dispatcher to use

manual reference sources, the urban area is artificially

partitioned to limit the dispatcher's memory requirements.

The routes selected for responding vehicles are left

to the vehicle driver or his superior. When the vehicle is

located in its normal station, preplanned routes are used;

otherwise, the route decision is based on the vehicle

driver's knowledge of the street system and experience. So,

in brief, the important decisions in emergency call proces-

sing rely heavily on models and strategies stored in human

memories, and response times include these decision times

and depend on the accuracy of them.
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An obvious goal for an emergency call processor is that

it make readily available an accurate model of the street

system including the locations and availabilities of all

emergency vehicles. A more ambitious goal, and the one

adopted here, is that the processor make the decisions on

which vehicles to send and how to route them. To accomplish

this, the processor needs a table of the standard responses

as well as a street system model.

Consider the emergency call processing system of Figure

1. This system is intended to cover and serve an entire

urban area for all types of emergency. As the informant

describes the emergency and its location, the receptionist

conveys the information to the processor through a keyboard.

Automatic alarms alert the processor directly as indicated.

In order to reduce the burden on the receptionist, it is

desirable that the site specification be entered as a string

of characters. Sites are specified as addresses (a number

and a street name), places (store, school, apartment house

names, etc.), and intersections (a pair of street names).

A further criterion is that the processor inform the recep-

tionist immediately when there is an error, and display a

number of acceptable character strings which are similar to

the one rejected. As indicated in the figure, the output is

transmitted directly to the vehicle operators through mobile

terminals in the vehicles [ELECM 73]. An output text should

contain the input information, the identification of the
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vehicle, and the suggested route as an alternating string

of turns and street names. An example illustrating desirable

input and output formats appears in Figure 2.

As an additional design consideration, a primary ser-

vice rendered by ambulances is rapid transportation. There-

fore, the processor should also be capable of finding the

quickest route from the emergency site to the nearest emer-

gency treatment center.

With respect to the cost of the emergency call processor

and its terminals, observe that the dispatchers have been

eliminated and the training and skill required of the recep-

tionists is quite low. Thus, the final design goal is to

produce the processor at a price which can be recovered in a

few years through eliminated salaries. This is actually a

generous allowance when one considers that a number of dis-

patchers are required for each type of emergency service in

even a small urban area. It is not suggested, however, that

the training of vehicle operators be reduced, though some of

the training might be channeled towards emergency medical

and legal training.

In summary, the emergency call processor should be

designed to reduce vehicle response times to a minimum--the

sum of the communication time between informant and recep-

tionist plus the least time in which the vehicle can be

safely relocated from its current position to the emergency

site. This should be accomplished without the need for
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Innut
(a serious automobile accident at an inter-
section involving injuries and a fire)

i nort § ocean

CONFIRM: NORTH AVENUE AND EAST OCEAN WAY

yes multiple vehicle,injuries,fire

Output (to hose truck 37 at station 4)

NORTH AVENUE AND EAST OCEAN WAY
MULTIPLE VEHICLE, INJURIES, FIRE
ENGINE 37
TURN N ONTO CARTER BOULEVARD
TURN NE ONTO SETIN STREET
TURN E ONTO EAST OCEAN WAY

An example of a desirable format for the

processor input and output.
Figure 2.
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highly trained receptionists and without a net increase in

long-term costs to the suppliers of emergency services.
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A PROCESSING SYSTEMS ORGANIZATION

As indicated in the discussion of emergency call pro-

cessing in the previous section, a significant aggregation

of information is required. In this section, this body of

information is decomposed into a number of interrelated

files as indicated in Figure 3. Associated with each of

these files is a set of tasks required in emergency call

processing. Based on these files and tasks, a systems

organization for the emergency call processor is proposed.

This organization is illustrated in Figure 4.

The Name File and Name System

The name file is essentially a table of the names of

streets, the names of places, and the acceptable descrip-

tions of emergencies. Each entry of the table includes an

acceptable form of the name as a character string. Each

street name has one attribute in the table, a numerical code

unique to that name. This street name code is a pointer to

information in the street index file. Similarly, each emer-

gency description is associated with a response code point-

ing to the response file, but, unlike the streets, many

descriptions may have the same response code. The names of
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x •

Figure 3. A decomposition of the information for

emergency call processing.
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Figure 4. An emergency call processor systems organization.
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places in the file have three attributes: a street name

code, an address number (house number), and a response code.

The response code alludes to the standard response for a

fire reported at that location. In addition to places such

as stores, schools, parks, and the like, names for some

remote alarm devices are included, e.g., "FIRE ALARM BOX #78."

The functions performed by the name system are primarily

the translation of character strings into one or more internal

codes, and the translation of internal codes into character

strings. As pointed out in the previous section, a secondary

function of the name system is to perform a threshold search

on names in the file if an exact match on the input string

is not found, returning those names exceeding the threshold

to the receptionist.

The Automatic Alarm File and
Automatic Alarm System

The automatic alarm file is directly accessed by signals

from automatic alarms, translating the signals into name

codes and response codes. The name code refers to a place

name listed in the name file.

The Street Index and the Street Index System

The street index contains a set of lists representing

the streets of the urban area as chains of intersections

and other significant points. Each list represents a
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continuous section of road under a single name code, and is

headed by a special record. This record contains pointers

to other sections of road under that name code (if there are

any), and the geographical direction corresponding with

travel along the street in the order in which the intersec-

tions are listed. Each element of a list contains an inter-

section identification number, an effective street address

for the intersection or point, the name of the transecting

street, and the response code for fires reported in that

area. The intersections are listed in the order of increas-

ing address numbers.

The primary function of the street index system is to

locate the site of an emergency in terms of one or more

intersection identification numbers. Since specification

of sites by place names are translated into street addresses

by the name system, the street index system has to deal only

with street addresses (number and name code) and intersec-

tions (a pair of name codes). In the case of street

addresses, both intersections whose address numbers bracket

the given number are considered to be sites. Ambiguity is

resolved by including the given street address in the output

text (see Figure 2). A second task of the street index

system is to determine the name codes for segments of emer-

gency vehicle routes found by the search system.
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The Street System Model and Search System

The street system model is a directed graph representa-

tion of the structure of the street system, depicting inter-

sections and street segments. A number of parameters are

associated with the elements of the graph, formulating the

basis for the estimation of travel times for emergency

vehicles along paths through the street system. The primary

tasks of the search system are the calculation of the mini-

mal travel times of vehicles to the site of the emergency

and the determination of quickest routes. The street system

model and the search system are developed at length in fol-

lowing sections.

The Response File and Response System

The response file is a collection of standard responses,

where a standard response lists the quantity of each type of

emergency vehicle to be dispatched to service the emergency.

The function of the response system is to translate a

response code into a list of required equipment.

The Inventory File and Inventory System

The inventory file is a current list of the available

emergency vehicles housed at each emergency vehicle station.

The inventory file also contains the current position of

each cruising vehicle. The primary function of the inventory
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system is the assignment of emergency vehicles to the cur-

rent emergency based on the required equipment list formu-

lated by the response system and on the relative distances

of vehicles determined by the search system. In addition,

the inventory system determines if the required equipment

list can possibly be satisfied from the total aggregation

of available equipment, and informs the receptionist appro-

priately. Another task performed by the inventory system

is to record the positions of cruising vehicles based on

input information. Although it has not been indicated, it

has been assumed that the current positions of cruising

emergency vehicles are determined by some form of automatic

locator system.

The Length File and Length System

The length file contains information from which the

values of the parameters of the street system model are

estimated. The primary values estimated by the length system

are the emergency vehicle travel times with respect to the

various road segments of the street system. Although it is

beyond this work to specify how these travel time estimates

are calculated, it is assumed that they are obtained through
time dependent functions of properties of the roadways and

intersections. Obvious arguments of such functions might

be the physical length of the segment, the number and widths

of lanes, the conditions of the road surface, the use of
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adjacent land, the pattern of parking, the traffic density

statistics, and the existence of any traffic control devices

(signals and stop signs).

The Dispatch System

Unlike the other systems of the processor, the dispatch

system contains no file of information. The function of the

dispatch system is to assemble the input information together

with the results of the search and inventory systems into an

intelligible text for each responding vehicle.

Additional Comments

Throughout the preceding discussion, presuppositions

on the architecture of the processor have been avoided. Any

or all of the systems described could be implemented as sub-

routines in a conventional uniprocessor, or as individual

hardware units. In the following sections of this text,

possible architectures for each system are considered,

though only the search system is considered in detail.

With respect to intercommunication among units, it is

assumed that all information is transmitted between systems

in packets called messages, and that the links between

systems are those indicated in Figure 4. In a subroutine

implementation, the transmission of messages corresponds

with the passing of argument lists.
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Because the functions performed by the search system

comprise the core of automated emergency call processing

and are the most complex to satisfy, the search system is

treated first, beginning with the development of the street

system model.
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A STREET SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, a street system model in the form of

a labeled, directed graph [BERGC 62] is developed. In the

graph model, a node represents an intersection, a point at

which a street changes name or direction, the end-point of

a cul-de-sac, or the location of a fixed station for emer-

gency vehicles, e.g., a fire house. Each node is assigned

a unique identification number, J. This number was referred

to in the discussion of the street index as an intersection

identification number, which for brevity will be called the

node number hereafter. An arc of the graph corresponds with

one direction of traffic flow along a street segment between

nodes. The search algorithm in the following section bases

routes on paths from the emergency site to the emergency

vehicles, while the vehicles travel in the opposite direction.

To correct for this, a roadway from node H to node T is

denoted lT-,Hl and is considered an arc with tail node T and

head node H. Similarly, characteristics of the roadway from

node H to T are associated with the arc from node T to node H

in the model.

An essential requirement of the street system model is

that it be possible to define a function on the labels of
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the arcs and nodes which, for a given path, returns a satis-

factory estimate of emergency vehicle travel time with

respect to the corresponding path in the street system.

Towards this, two labels, LlT-,H~\ and DlTiHl, whose ranges

are the non-negative integers, are defined on each arc of

the graph. The label LiTiHl is referred to as the length

of the arc LTiHl , and is a current estimate of the effective

travel time for that arc. The second label, DlTiHl, defined

on an arc is the geographical orientation of the roadway

with respect to some reference, e.g., East.

In addition to the length label, a binary impassability

indicator, XlT;lH, is associated with each arc. This label,

which can be altered by the receptionist, is used to note an

exception to the length label, and indicates a blockage of

the associated roadway, causing the travel time of the road-

way to be infinite. Examples of the sources of such block-

ages are traffic accidents, onen draw bridges, floods, wash-

outs, and rock falls. Clearly, if a path includes an arc

for which XlT;Hl is one, indicating a blockage, then the

length of the path is undefined.

It is contended here that a satisfactory estimate of

the travel time for a given path in a street system can be

obtained inductively as a sum of the lengths of the constitu-

ent arcs of the path in the street system model plus penal-

ties on the turns in the path. The turning penalty proposed

here is a constant times the absolute angle turned. With

the arc orientations, DiT\Hl, scaled over the range 0 to K- 1,
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the turning penalty between arcs ÍT;Hl and lH;Il is

I (DIH ; II-DlT;Hl ) if this absolute difference is less than

Kt2
} and is K minus this absolute difference, otherwise.

The notational conventions used here have been adapted from

APL [IVERK 62, IBMUM 70], and are summarized in Appendix A.

The inductive method for obtaining path travel time

estimates is expressed formally as Procedure 1. The variable

WiJl is the estimate of the travel time along the path from

the initial node to the node J in the path. P[J] is the

predecessor node of node J in the given path.

In applying Procedure 1, the nodes are treated as they

are encountered along the path from the initial node, A,

to the terminal node. If a node is encountered more than

once (due to a loop or circuit), the previous value of Will

is replaced.

A number of additional labels are associated with the

arcs and nodes of the street system model; however, they

will be introduced in the appropriate sections which follow.

The model as currently developed is sufficient to proceed

with the development of the search algorithm.
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Procedure 1: Path Travel Time Estimation

Basis :

WÍA1 0

Induction:

DD + | (DLTiHl - DÍPÍT1 ;T] )

DD f- K - DD

WÍH1 «- LIT;Hh

won + WÍT1 + LIT-,Hi + DD

, if {T*A)

, if (T*A)A(DD>K12 )

, if (2 ,=i4)A(Z[2’;ff] = 0)

, if (T*A)a(XIT;H1=0)
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THE SEARCH ALGORITHM

The calculation of minimal travel times and quickest

routes for emergency vehicles in the street system model is

essentially the shortest route problem in graph theory, a

problem which has received considerable attention in the

literature [PAPEU 69]. The algorithms reported for the

shortest route problem generally differ in assumptions on

the properties of the graph, specific constraints on the

solution obtained, and the architectures of the machines on

which they are implemented, if machine calculation is pro-

posed. Because no reported algorithm satisfying all the

requirements of emergency call processing has been found, a

search algorithm is developed in this section from concepts

of a number of reported algorithms.

The algorithm developed here is representative of the

class of tree-building algorithms [FARBB 67], which deter-

mine the minimum distances of every node of the graph with

respect to one arbitrarily specified node, the reference

node. The distance of one node from another referred to a

particular path is defined to be the length of that path,

and for current purposes, that quantity is obtained by

Procedure 1 of the previous section. In addition, let the
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reference node be the node of the graph nearest the site

of the current emergency.

Tree-building algorithms are iterative processes which

apply a distance minimizing procedure to distance labels of

the nodes of the graph. The minimizing procedure replaces

the value of a node distance label, f/CJ], when a smaller

value corresponding with a shorter path is found. The pro-

cedure proposed here is based on the path travel time esti-

mation procedure (Procedure 1), and is given as Procedure 2.

Minimization of node distance labels proceeds as follows.

If YlT;Hl is less than the current value in WlHl (based on

another path or initialized to +°°) , then the path including

arc [T;#] is clearly shorter, and the 3-tuple of labels for

node H is replaced. Thus, the execution of Procedure 2 for

an arc IhJl has the tendency to reduce the distance label,

WlJ ], of node J.

A necessary part of a tree-building algorithm is a

method or criterion for selecting the arcs of the graph for

which Procedure 2 is to be executed in each iteration. In

discussing the selection criteria, it is helpful to consider

the street system model as a collection of "forks." A fork

consists of a node, T , together with every arc, inci-

dent out of that node, and is referenced by the node number

T. An example of a simple street system as a collection of

forks appears in Figure 5. An "application" of Procedure 2

to a fork is defined to be its execution for every arc of

the fork except the arc [T;P[T]]. There are two popular
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a) A simple street system

Orientations

b) The model

15 51

c) The model as a collection of forks, showing
a numbering on the nodes

Figure 5. An example of a street system model.
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Procedure 2: Path Travel Time Minimization

Basis:

W [ 1 ~N ] 00

Qll~Nl + 0

+ 0

W [ A D 0

Induction:

DD <- | (DlTiHl - QÍT1 )

DD + K - DD

YlTiHl + LlTiHl

YiT;Hl f- f/[T] + £[7;#] + DD ,

(QÍHl tWÍHl,PÍHl) <- (DlT-,m,YlT

if (r*d)

if (7*d) a (DD>K±2 )

if (r=d)A(X[T;P]=0)

if (7*d)A (XLTiH ]=0)

HI ,T)
if (YlT-,m<Wim )

A(Z[21 ;ff] =0)A(P*]^)

NOTE: QlJl is a simplified notation for DÍPÍJ1;Jl.
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selection criteria, and these segregate the tree-building

algorithms into two major classes.

One class of tree-building algorithms, which includes

the algorithm by E. F. Moore [MOORE 59], applies Procedure 2

to every fork whose node distance label was reduced in the

previous iteration. In the first iteration, the distance

label of the reference or site node is reduced to zero. The

operation of a Moore type algorithm is illustrated in Figure

6 for the sample street system of Figure 5. In each sketch,

the results of an iteration are shown, with the nodes for

which Equation 2 was applied, shaded. The numbers by the

nodes indicate the values of their distance labels at the

end of the iteration. A turning penalty of 1 unit was

assessed on each turn. The arcs shown indicate the values

placed in PlJ ].

The second class of algorithms, including one by E. W.

Dijkstra [DUKE 59], treat only one node in each iteration.

The node treated is the one which has the least value in

its distance label and which has not been treated previously

The operation of an algorithm with this selection criterion

is illustrated in Figure 7.

It is appropriate to observe implications of these two

selection criteria on the structure of a processor in which

an algorithm is to be implemented. With the Moore criterion

a number of applications are required in each iteration, and

these applications can be performed independently (and thus

simultaneously). This would suggest the appropriateness of
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Figure 6. The operation of the Moore algorithm on the
model of Figure 5 for the site at node 38,
showing the distances of the nodes.
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Figure 7. The operation of the Dijkstra algorithm on the
model of Figure 5 for the site at node 38.
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Figure 7. (continued)
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a parallel or multiprocessing machine. In a very large

graph, such as for a large city, the number of processing

units would have to be quite large to fully exploit this

parallel processing potential of the algorithm. Conversely,

the Dijkstra method requires only one application of Pro-

cedure 2 per iteration, each requiring very few executions.

This would tend to indicate a possible preference for a

conventional uniprocessor. In a very large graph, the total

processing time with a single processing unit could cause

this technique to be impractical.

In the following, a selection criterion is developed

through which the required number of applications of Procedure

2 per iteration may be controlled to suit the number of

parallel processing units of a given machine. This criterion

is developed from the Moore method, but is readily reduced to

either the Dijkstra or Moore criterion. As an introduction

to the development, a limitation of the Moore criterion with

respect to the emergency call processing problem is con-

side red.

The Moore method has a rather serious drawback in that

the minimal distance of no node is known until all minimal

distances have been determined through an exhaustive search

of the graph. All distance labels contain the minimal dis-

tances with respect to the reference node when, for some

iteration, no further applications of Procedure 2 occur.

In a very large city, it is likely that a majority of

searches can be satisfied by the emergency vehicles stationed
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in a relatively small radius, R (in travel time), about the

emergency site. Such cases would include police and pos-

sibly ambulance services. By adding a constraint deferring

applications of Procedure 2 whenever WlTl>R, a partial solu-

tion is obtained in which the distance labels of all nodes

whose minimal distances are within R of the site will con-

tain their minimal distances. The valid partial solution

is obtained when applications for W{.T~\<R cease.

The preceding assertion may be restated as WLI ]=Z[J],

if Z [ J] <R . Z[T] is the true minimal distance of node I from

node A obtained by employing Procedure 1 along a shortest

route from A to I. This assertion is validated through con-

tradiction. Assume that Z[J)<P, but J/[J]<Z[J]. If this

were true, then Z[J] would not be the true minimal distance.

Now, consider that Z[J]<¿?, but i7[J] >Z[J]. Let PZÍI1 be the

predecessor of node I in some shortest route from .4 to I.

Note that Z[J]>Z[PZ[J]] since all arc lengths of a street

system model are positive, and no turning penalty can be

negative. Thus, Z[PZ[J]]<P, and it is necessary that

W[PZ [J]]>Z[PZ[J]], for if they were equal, Procedure 2

would have been applied to node PZ[J], and Z[I] would be

equal to IVCJ]. This argument can be carried back along any

shortest route to node 4, with the implication that »V[4)>Z[4].

Clearly, this is absurd, since WLAl is zero by definition,

and necessarily ZE4] =i-/[4]. This contradiction requires that

V[J)=Z[J], provided Z[I]<P.
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In addition to having determined the minimal distances

of all nodes for which Z[J]<i?, the node numbers stored in

the predecessor labels, P, of the nodes may be used to trace

a shortest route from such a node to the reference node, A.

Clearly, the roadway [I;P[P]] is in a shortest route from

node I if Z[J]<P, since Will was based on the arc

Similarly, f/[P[J]] was based on [P[P[T] ] ;P[J] ], and thus,

the roadway [P[J];P[P[Pl]] is in a shortest route to node

P[P] and subsequently to I. This argument can be carried

back until node A is reached.

An algorithm employing Procedure 2, and a constraint,

R, on applications of Procedure 2 is presented as Algorithm

1. An iteration is completed every time step CYCLE is

executed. In this algorithm, the label J[r], when set to

one, is used to indicate that an application of Procedure 2

has been deferred. The nodes of the graph are considered

for application of Procedure 2 in increasing order of their

identification numbers through the incrementing of T. The

head node numbers of the arcs incident out of a node are

represented in a successor array, S, which has a row for

every node and a number of columns equal to the greatest

number of arcs incident out of any node of the graph. The

head node numbers are left justified in the rows, with zeros

entered in any unused locations. The algorithm step DONE

is a trap which is entered when applications of Procedure 2

(counted by C) cease.
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Algorithm 1 : Shortest Route Algorithm

INITIALIZE: Initialization of all variable node labels.

C +■ 0

T + 0

Qi±~N2 t- 0

P[l~/7] 4 - 0

P/[1~P] •*- MX
4 - 0

INITIATE: Setting of the labels for the site node.

W [ A ] 4- 0

1C A3 4- 1

ITERATION:

NODE: Selection of the next node for application
of the minimizing function.

T 4- T+l
4- CYCLE
4 NODE
IH 4- 0

APPLY: Application of the minimizing function.

IE 4- iR+i
H 4- SlT;IHl
-4 RESET
-> APPLY
DD 4- \DÍT ;H3 -QÍT3 )
DD 4- K-DD
YLTiHl 4- WÍT1+LÍT ;H3 + DD

YlT;H3 4- LIT ;H 3
(QÍH3,WlH2 ,ILH3 ,PLH1 ) +

C 4- c+1
-> APPLY

RESET: Resetting of deferred status following
application.

IÍT3 4- o

NODE

, if (H=0)
, if (XiT;HJ = l)v(p.[Tj=H)

, if (,DD>Ki 2)
, if (f/[r]*o)
, if (I7[r]=0)

(DÍT-,H2 ,YLT;H3 ,1 ,T)
, if (YÍT-,H2<WÍH3 )
, if (YÍT;H3<WÍH2)

, if (T>N)
, if (IÍT3=0)v(WLT3>R)
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Algorithm 1 (cont.)

CYCLE: Testing for termination and preparing for the
next iteration.

-> DONE , if (¿7=0 )
¿7+0
T + 0
-> NODE

DONE: Termination trap.

+ DONE

NOTE: The value of MX must be greater than the
longest minimal distance from A to any node of the graph.
SiTiIHl is the IH th successor of node T.
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Returning to the question of controlling the number of

applications of Procedure 2 per iteration, the parameter R,

introduced in Algorithm 1 for partial searches, has a much

broader interpretation. If R is varied during the processing

of the algorithm, it may be used to indirectly limit the

number of applications of Procedure 2 per iteration.

Examples of this property are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9

for the sample street system of Figure 5. In each of these

cases, R is initially zero, and is incremented by a fixed

amount, DELR , with each iteration. Table 1 summarizes the

results of the various selection criteria for the examples

of Figures 6 through 9. Note that if DELR is greater than

the longest arc, the selection criterion is - essentially the

Moore method. As DELR is reduced, the behavior of the

Dijkstra method is approximated, and if R is set to the

minimum of the I/[I] for the nodes not yet treated, the

Dijkstra method is obtained. Thus, the selection criterion

with a variable R is a generalization of the Moore and

Dijkstra criteria.

A necessary function of the search algorithm is that

it recognize the positions of emergency vehicles. Let a

binary flag, ffCl] be associated with each node of the graph.

If an emergency vehicle of a type required for the current

emergency is stationed at the node I, or if cruising, will

encounter node I next, let the value of ff[J] be set to one.

When the value of V[I] for a node with Ellj= 1 falls below R ,

it is known that a partial solution for R will provide a
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a) R = 0

The operation of the search algorithm on the
model of Figure 5 for the site at node 38, and
the control parameter, R, incremented 5 units
per iteration.

Figure 8.
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a) R=o b) R= 4

Figure 9. The operation of the search algorithm on the
model of Figure 5 for the site at node 38, and
the control parameter, R, incremented 5 units
per iteration.



Characteristics of the Selection Criteria for Shortest
Route Algorithms on the Sample Street System of Figure 5

Criterion Moore DE= 5 DE = 4 Di jkstra

Figure 6 8 9 7

Iterations 5 8 10 16

Total applications of Procedure 2 17 16 16 16
Average applications per iteration 3 2 1.6 1
Maximum applications per iteration 6 4 4 1

Total executions of Procedure 2 29 28 29 28
Average executions per iteration 5.8 3.5 2.9 1.8
Maximum executions per iteration 10 6 7 4
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shortest route for node I. Let the identification numbers

of the nodes for which tf[j]=l be stored in a variable length

vector, EV y as their WÍI'] fall below R. When all vehicles

represented by the nodes contained in EV are sufficient to

satisfy the current emergency, let the value of R be held

constant to terminate the search. This is accomplished by

setting a halt signal to one IHLT- 1 ]. The detection of

emergency vehicles and a variable R are included in Algorithm

2 .

Throughout the development of the search algorithm, it

was assumed that a single reference node would suffice.

When an emergency occurs along a street segment, however, it

would be preferable to designate the two intersections adja-

cent to that segment as reference nodes. This is easily

accomplished with the algorithms described in this section,

by simply initializing the distance labels of both desired

reference nodes to zero at the beginning of the search. The

result of the search, then, will place in the distance label

of each node the least distance of that node with respect to

the closer of the two reference nodes.

This property of the algorithms is generally true in

that the results of a search will give the least distance

(and shortest route) of each node to the closest of any

reference nodes. This property is particularly useful in

providing ambulance services. Once an ambulance reaches the

site of an emergency, it may have to travel to the closest

emergency medical treatment center as quickly as possible.
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Algorithm 2 : The Search Algorithm

INITIALIZE: Initialization of all variable node labels.

Wll-N ] MX

Qll~Nl f- 0

Pll~Nl t- 0

iii~ni «- 0

T <- 0
C «- 0

R 4- 0
P7 ■<- xO

PAT -s- 0

INITIATE: Setting of the labels for the site node.

J7 [ A D 0

IlAl 1

ITERATION:

NODE: Selection of the next node for application
of the minimizing function.

T T+l
-> CYCLE ,

-y NODE ,

IE 4- o
-* APPLY ,

UNION: Forming set union of A

-*■ APPLY ,

EV EV ,T

if T>N
if (J[2']=0 )v(f/[2, ]>i?)

if (ff[2, ] = 0)

and EV.

if ((EV^T)>pEV)

APPLY: Application of the minimizing function.

IH 4- IH + 1
H 4- SIT-, IHI
■y RESET
-y APPLY
DD 4- | DLTiHl-QLTl
DD 4- K-DD

YlT-,Hl 4- VJÍT3+L\_T ;H ] +DD
YlTiHl 4- LIT-,HI
( QlH ] a wim ,lZHh ,PÍH3 ) «-

, if (# =0)
, if (JlT-,ia = l)v(PlTl=H )

, if (DD>K± 2)
, if U‘/[_Tl*0 )
, if (WlTl=0)

(DIT;H3 ,YiT-,Hl ,1 ,T)
, if (YÍT;Hl<WÍH3 )
, if ( YlT-,H 1<WIH3 )(7 A+l

-> APPLY
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Algorithm 2 (cont.)

RESET: Resetting of deferred status following
application.

IlTl 0
NODE

CYCLE: Testing for termination and preparing for the
next iteration.

-»■ DONE
, if (^I2’ = 1 )a(C'=0)

T ■*- 0
C *■ 0

R + R FCN C
-> NODE

DONE: Termination trap.

-*• DONE

NOTE: FCN is an unspecified function of R and C
which determines the next value of R.
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The emergency site cannot be used as the reference node

because the direction of the route will be wrong, and sym-

metry of the graph cannot be assumed. Instead, each medical

center is considered to be a reference node, and the emer-

gency site, A, is designated to be the sole emergency vehicle

station (£’[4]-<-i). This will route the ambulance properly to

the nearest treatment center.

The development of Algorithm 2 concludes the analysis

of the emergency call processing problem, the identification

of the data base, and the adoption of a general processing

procedure. Before turning to the computer architecture, a

summary of the features of Algorithm 2 related to machine

structure is appropriate.

Algorithm 2 specifies a scan of the entire street system

model in each iteration, presupposing the inherent character-

istics of cyclic access storage for the model. Complete

scanning could be easily avoided by adopting one of the many

reported indexing or bookkeeping schemes developed for

random access storage, e.g., [BRAED 71, HITCL 68].

By generalizing on the selection criteria of Moore and

Dijkstra, the number of parallel processing units in the

machine can be determined on the bases of cost and perfor-

manee, rather than to suit peculiarities of an algorithm.

The control parameter, R, also provides a mechanism for

heuristic control of the search. Such control may be desir-

able when searches are conducted in sections of a street
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system model having widely varying characteristics, or when

a processing unit fails in a parallel machine.
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A SEARCH SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, a special purpose processor architec-

ture specifically organized for application of the search

algorithm of the previous section to very large street system

models is proposed. The proposed architecture exploits the

characteristics of inexpensive, cyclic access storage devices,

and provides a high potential for dependable operation through

a highly repetitive structure. The architecture is character-

ized in Figure 10, and comprises a set of synchronized, cyclic

access memories, a set of identical processing cells in one

to one correspondence with the memories, a hierarchical

access structure, and a simple global controller. The basic

repetitive "unit" of the structure includes a commutator seg-

ment, a channel, and a group of associated processing cells

and cyclic memories. This structural repetition not only

permits the size of the processor to be matched to the street

system model for a given city, but more importantly, con-

tributes significantly to the dependable operation of the

machine. These and other questions of cost and dependability

are discussed in the next section in which the proposed

architecture is evaluated against the emergency call pro-

cessing problem and against some other possible approaches.
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Access Structure
/ \
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The current section is devoted to the description of the

proposed search system architecture.

Each cyclic memory of the processor contains represen-

tations of a number of forks of the street system model, and

behaves as a long, cyclic shift register, a small part of

which is contained in the associated cell. The portion of

the cyclic memory in the processing cell is the only part

which is immediately accessible to the cell for operations

on or modification of the contents of the memory. The re-

mainder of the cell is essentially a hardware realization of

procedures through which the search algorithm and related

tasks are effected. The evocation of these procedures is

governed by major state signals broadcast to all cells by

the global controller. The global controller also determines

and broadcasts values of the algorithm control parameter, R.

In order to simplify the cells as much as possible, a

cell has no storage for retention of operands for periods

greater than the time required for a fork representation in

its cyclic memory to pass through it. The necessary tempo-

rary storage of operands and partial results is provided by

the access structure. A cell requiring temporary storage

forms a message which includes the data together with the

destination address of the data. This address alludes to

the representation of some fork of the street system model.

The major element of the access structure is the channel.

A channel consists primarily of content-addressed storage,

storing and delivering all messages destined to the cells
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with which the channel is connected. Each channel is asso-

ciated with a group of cells, and both the delivery and

collection of messages are performed using a pair of buses:

one from the channel to all cells of the group, and one from

the cells to the channel. Messages which must traverse cell

group boundaries or are to or from other systems of the

emergency call processor are placed into the commutator by

the channels.

The commutator is merely a cyclicly connected set of

shift registers, one of which is associated with each channel

and one with the global controller. In addition to a shift

register, each commutator segment contains the logic required

to detect a message destined for a cell in the group served

by its associated channel. As may be noted in Figure 10,

the global controller serves as the input/output port of the

search system, as well as providing generalized control

signals.

In the remainder of this section, a number of the more

important aspects of the proposed architecture are considered

in some detail. Although the logical designs of the cell

and channel circuits are beyond the scope of the present

work, a partial example is included for illustration. The

first consideration in the proposed architecture is the

storage of the street system model in the cyclic access

memories.
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Storage of the Street System Model

The contents of a cyclic access memory of the processor

may be viewed as a long string of words passing through its

associated cell as illustrated in Figure 11a. Each word is

composed of a fixed number of bits, and is used to store all

labels of one arc or node of the street system model. All

cyclic memories of the processor have the same number of

til
words, and the J

Ll
word of every memory passes into its

associated cell at the same instant. It is convenient to

define a "word time" as the lapse between the entries of two

successive words of a memory into a cell. The "cycle time"

of the memory is the time for every word of a memory to pass

through its cell precisely once.

The address, AD, of any word is given by three numbers,

ADI 1], ADÍ 2], and ADÍ 3], where ADI 3] is the least significant

part of the address. ADI 1] is the number of the word in its

cyclic memory. ADl 2] is the number of the memory (or cell)

in its unit, and dP[3] is the number of the unit in the

processor. (The global controller and its commutator segment

form the zeroth unit of the processor.)

The storage of the labels of the arcs and nodes of the

street system model in subfields of memory words is illus-

trated in Figure lib. The words containing node labels are

called node records, and those containing arc labels, arc

records. The identification number of a node is not stored

in the node record, but rather, the address of the word is
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a) Word organization of the cyclic memory storage

LL E Q W I P

Node Record

X D L I H

Arc Record

E EÍT] emergency vehicle indicator
Q QIT1 predecessor arc orientation
W win a distance to node T
I IÍT1 deferred status indicator
P PIT 3 predecessor node number
X xzTim impassability indicator
D DLTiHl arc orientation
L LiTiHl arc length
I
H

IiTiHl deferred status indicator
head node number

The ' fields of the memory words

Node Arc Arc I Arc

c) The composition of a fork record as a node record and
a set of arc records.

Figure 11. The storage organization of the street system
model elements in the cyclic access memories.
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used for the node number. This is possible since all address

numbers are unique, and no particular number scheme is imposed

by either the modeling technique or the search algorithm.

It may be recalled from the previous section that the mini-

mizing function for the search algorithm is applied to forks

of the model, and that the execution of the function on an

arc of a fork requires as operands, values of labels on the

arc and labels of the node of the fork. Therefore, it is

appropriate to adopt the convention of a fork record as

illustrated in Figure 11c. With the record format shown, the

tail node number of an arc need not be stored, since it is

the address of the last node record to pass into the cell.

The field F of the memory words is used to distinguish be-

tween node and arc records, and also serves to indicate the

first word of a fork record. To illustrate the representa-

tion of a street system model in a cyclic memory, the example

of Figure 5 is represented as a collection of fork records

in Figure 12, and the storage of the fork records in a

single cyclic memory is shown in Figure 13.

Each memory word has six fields. Though the fields have

differing lengths (numbers of bits) to conserve storage, the

respective fields in all words are equal. The lengths of

these fields are tailored to the ranges of the labels they

contain. The length of the fourth field need not be suffi-

cient for the greatest arc length, since long arcs can be

easily segmented by the introduction of artificial nodes.

The representation of W is, however, a problem. It is



t\f\e\q I W |j| P IfUId I L |j| H \f\x\d I L III H |fUU 1 L lli H IfIjIp I L III H I

1 -1
I 0 0 10 15 0 3 4 4

4 1 0 0 10 19 | 0 1 4 1 0 3 6 8

8 1 ZT 0 0 10 2 3 0 1 6 4 0 3 5 12

12

15

1 0 0 10 28 0 1 5 8

1 0 0 22 51 0 O
/- 10 1 0 3 4 19

19 1 0 1 4 15 0 2 10 4 0 3 6 23

23 1 0 0 12 38 0 1 6 19 0 2 10 8 0 2 5 28

28 Lli 0 0 12 4 3 0 1 5 23 0 2 10 12 0 3 5 33

33 i 0 0 12 4 7 0 1 5 28

3 6 i 0 3 6 38

38 i 0 0 10 5 4 0 1 6 36 0 2 12 23 0 3 5 43

43 i 0 1 5 38 0 2 12 28 0 3 5 47

47 i 0 0 10 5 8 0 1 5 43 0 2 12 33

51

5 4

i 0 2 22 15 o 3 9 54

i 0 1 9 51 o 2 10 38 0 3 11 58

5 8 i 0 1 11 54 0 2 10 47

Figure 12. The representation of the street system of Figure 5 as a collection
of fork records.
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Figure 13. The serial storage of the fork records of
Figure 12 in a cyclic memory, showing
addresses and head node numbers.
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desirable to avoid having the fourth field of every word

long enough to represent the greatest travel time through

the city. Instead, the nature of the algorithm is exploited

such that a relatively small field will suffice. Consider

that a search is suspended when a tentative distance, YlT;H]

computed for some arc would tend to overflow the field for

WlHl. The suspension of the search is effected by fixing R

at some value, say R ', until applications of the minimizing

function cease. The search could be easily resumed by in-

creasing R again, but instead, all vehicles found in the

partial solution for R' are dispatched. Then, all node

labels having values not greater than R 1 are set to zero,

and R' is subtracted from all node labels greater than I?',

but less than the initialized value in W. Finally, the

control parameter is reset to zero, and the search resumed.

Although the values found for nodes not contained in the

partial solution for R ' will be in error by a factor of R ',

only the relative distances of the remaining nodes are impor

tant in selecting the additional required emergency vehicles

Since the values in the field P are not affected by this

process for overflow avoidance, routes can be traced back to

the site for any vehicle. The procedure can be repeated any

number of times in an extensive search, so there is no limit

on the extent of searches due to limited field lengths.

In support of later discussions and examples, estimates

of the sizes of fields and the number of words for a city of

one million persons are listed in Table 2. The estimate of



Table 2

• Estimates of the Ranges of Street System Parameters

Labe 1 Resolution Minimum Maximum
Representation

(bits) Remarks

F - - - 1 binary

X,E - - - 1 binary

D.Q 0.7 degrees 0 degrees 359.3 degrees 9
2 sec. penalty
for 90° turn

L , W 0.016 seconds 0.016 seconds 17 minutes 16

I - - - 1 binary

H.P 1 1 262,143 18

Notes: A city with a population of one million persons would have about
25,000 nodes and 75,000 arcs. This would require about 4.6 million
bits of storage, where each word would have a length of 46 bits.
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the number of arcs in a street system model was based on the

Address Coding Guides [USBCA 70] of seven large cities in

Florida. The estimate of the number of nodes was obtained

indirectly through the ratio of arcs to nodes for the section

of street system shown in Figure 14. Figure 14 corresponds

with about four square miles of Gainesville, Florida. The

remaining estimates should be self-explanatory.

Messages

In an execution of the search algorithm, each processing

cell essentially behaves as a subroutine with respect to each

fork record passing through it. Drawing on this analogy, the

information in the fork record is complemented by information

passed to the cell in an argument list or message. Similarly,

the results and partial results, such as tentative distances

are embedded in messages by the cells and passed

back into the access structure.

For consistency, it is convenient to assume that as each

word of a memory passes through its associated cell, the cell

receives one message and generates one message, either or

both of which may be null or empty. In order to employ the

access structure for passing as much of the necessary infor-

mation to and from the cells, the concept of a message is

generalized. The generalized form of a message together

with the interpretations of a number of types of message are

given in Table 3.
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Figure 14. A section of the street system of Gainesville,
Florida.
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Table 3

The Search System Messages

Null: OP= 0

Contents: MGEl ;1~8]
Remarks: This is a null or empty message, and indicates

the absence of any other message.

Search: OP-1
Contents: MGE [ ;1~8] = (1 ,H, -

,
- ,D ,Y, - ,T )

Source: The arc record lT;Hl, or the street index system.
Destination: The node record H.
Remarks: When received, this message may cause the

replacement of (QlHl, WlHl, P[tf]) by (D,Y,T )
of the message, with the subsequent generation
of search messages from the arc records of
fork H.

Station: OP-2
Contents: MGE [ ;1~8] = (2 ,P, -,- ,Q,W,-,T)
Source: The node record T.
Destination: The inventory system.
Remarks: A station message is generated when (£’[27 ]=1)

a(M[.T]<í?) and informs the inventory system
that the vehicle(s) at node T has been found.

Trace: OP- 3
Contents: MGEl ;1~8] = (3 ,P,-, - ,Q,W,-,T )
Source: The node record T.
Destination: The node record P.
Remarks: These messages are used to trace routes from

station nodes or emergency vehicles to the
site node.

Route: OP- 4
Contents: MGEl ;1~8] = (4 ,P,-,-,Q,W,-,T)
Source: The channel serving the cell whose memory con-

tains the node record for P.
Destination: The dispatch system.
Remarks: These messages are copies of trace messages

made in the channels to provide the dispatch
system with the shortest routes.

Eset: OP- 5
Contents: MGEl ;1~8] = (5,T,E )
Source: The inventory system.
Destination: The node record T.

Remarks: These messages alter the emergency vehicle
indicators, ElT~i , in the node records.
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Each message contains a code, OP, a destination address,

AD, and a block of data whose internal format is comparable

with that of a word of memory. The message codes govern the

interpretation of the message as indicated in Table 3. The

destination address specifies the unit and cell to which the

message is to be delivered, and the time or word number

during which it is to be delivered.

The messages of principal interest here are the search

messages (OP- 1), for these are essential to the execution of

the search algorithm. Consider that a 3-tuple, (DiT-,Hl,

YiT;Hl, T) is formed in a processing cell as the arc record

for lT;Hl passes through it. The conditional replacement

of the 3-tuple of node labels (QlHl, WlHl , PlHl) essential

to the minimization of node distance labels, must occur as

node record H passes through its respective cell. In fact,

the test YlT;H 1 <WlHl must also occur at that time. The func-

tion of a search message is to carry the 3-tuple ( D,Y,P )

from arc record IT-,Hi to node record H. It is possible,

however, that the generation of a search message may have to

be delayed or deferred. One possibility is that WlTl exceeds

the value of the control parameter, R, during that particular

cycle of the memory. Another is that the bus to the channel

is busy, or the channel cannot accept another message at the

time. In either event, the deferred status flag, I, is set

to one in that arc record, such that the message will be

generated spontaneously in a later cycle as conditions permit.
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The generations, lifetimes, and deliveries of search

messages are illustrated in Figure 15 for a search on the

sample street system of Figure 5. The search illustrated

is essentially the same as the one depicted in Figure 8.

Note that the search is initiated by an externally generated

search message.

The interactions between messages and memory words are

illustrated in Table 4. The examples refer to the search

illustrated in Figure 8. Example A shows the initiation of

the search by the externally generated message (l,38,-,-,0,

0,-,0) delivered to fork 38. In addition to reducing f/C38]

from its initial value of 99, the message stimulates the

generation of further search messages from arcs stored in

words 39 through 42. One of these messages is delivered to

fork 43, but the generation of further search messages from

the arcs stored in words 45 and 46 is deferred because the

new value of f/[43] at 5 is still greater than R at zero. The

appropriate messages are generated in the next cycle as shown

in Figure 15. Note that the deferred status flags are set in

the arcs (J[43;28] and T[43;47]) rather than in the node flag

T[43]. This permits the node flags to be used without ambi-

guity when the generation of a trace or search message must

be deferred.

Example B illustrates the reduction of WÍ 1] in cycle 8

of the search from a greater value found in cycle 7. This

reduction is the result of the path including the arc [15; 1 ]

being longer than the one with arc [4;1]. Example B also
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O -Generation □ -Delivery a-External Generation

Figure 15. The generations, lifetimes, and deliveries of
search messages for the example of Figure 8
stored as in Figure 13.
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shows the generation of a station message, (2,4 ,-,-,1,33,-,1),

from node 1 as the value of R at 35 goes above the value of

Will at 33. (Note that ffCl] was set to 1 for this example.)

Example C shows part of the tracing of the shortest route

from node 51 with trace messages following a search.

The Processing Cell Procedures

As mentioned earlier, the search algorithm is effected

through procedures applied by each cell to the fork records

and messages passing into the cell. Three procedures are

considered here. One, the search procedure, realizes the

minimizing function of the search algorithm, instruments the

tracing of shortest routes, and facilitates the alteration

of the emergency vehicle indicators of the node records.

The second procedure, the initialization procedure, causes

the initialization of the various fields of the node and arc

records employed in a search, and the third procedure, the

overflow avoidance procedure, resets the values in the node

distance fields in order to avoid overflow. These procedures

are stated below as Procedures 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

To help point out the roles of these procedures in

realizing the search algorithm, it may be noted that Procedure

4 corresponds with the step INITIALIZE of Algorithm 2. Step

INITIATE of the algorithm is performed by Procedure 3 when

a search message is received from the street index system



Procedure 3: Search Procedure (MS= 1)

Note: This procedure is applied to every fork record
of the street system model in every cycle.

FORK: Test the current memory word as a node or arc record

F + CMC1;1 ]
CT +- NC\ CT+1
CM [ 2 ; 1 ] «- F
-> NODE , if (F = 1)
-> ARC , if (F = 0)

NODE-. The current memory word is a node record.

T ■*- CT , CLN

INPUT : Receive message and memory word.

( OP,AD, EX , QD , WL ,PH ) «- MGE [1 ; 1,2 , 4~6 , 8 ]
(E,Q,W,1,P) 4 - CM [ 1 ; 2 ~ 6 ]
OP 4- 0 , if (2+dD)*CLi/

REPLACE: Conditionally replace node labels and test

WW 4- i titV&s—
s•H

(Q,W,P) 4- (QD , WL , PH ) , if ( OP = 1 ) a ( WVI- 1)
RPL <- 1 , if (<9P=1)A(JW=1)
WR 4- 1 , if W<R
WZ 4- i , if W=0

SETE:

E 4- EX , if (OP= 5)

SENDN: Tests for generation or

and trace messages.
deferring of station

SND 4- o

SND 4- 2 , if ( (E=1)a(W<R)
A( ( I—1 )V( OP—1 ) ) )

SND 4- 3 , if ( (. E—0 ) A ( (1 = 1)
v( OP-3 )))

14- 1 , if ( (SND*0)A(CH=1 ))
v( (J=1)a(PP=0))

14-0 , if ( (SND*0 )a(CP=q))

OUTPUTN : Send message and overwrite memory word.

MGEl 2 ; 1 ~ 8 ] «- ( SND ,P ,0,0 , Q , W ,0 ,T)
, if ( (SND*0)a(CH=0 ))

CMl 2 ; 2 ~ 6 ] •<- (E ,Q ,W ,1 ,P)
FORK
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Procedure 3 (continued)

ARC: The current memory word is an arc record.

INPUTA: Receive memory word and compute distance.

(X ,D ,L ,1 ,H) f- CMl 1;2~6]
DD <- | D-Q
DD K-DD
Y +■ W+L+DD
Y *- L

if (DD>K+ 2)
if WZ*1
if WZ =1

(97 <- Y>MX

0VFL : Test for overflow.

OFL •*- (<97=l)A(ff ) a ( ( RPL= l)v(J = l))

SENDA: Test for generation or deferment of search message.

DNS + (07=l)v(ff=p)v(Z=l)
SffP -e- 0

S/I/P •«- 1 , if (MS = 0)A(|jíñ=l)

It- 1

A((PPL=l)v(J=l))
if ( (SND=1 )A(C77 = l))

J 0
v((I=1)a(W? =0))

if ((Sff£=l)A(Ctf=0))

OUTPUTA: Send message and overwrite memory word.

MGEL 2;1~8] «- (SND ,H , O , 0 ,Q ,W , O , T)
if USND*0)*(CH = 0))

CMÍ 2;2~6] (X ,D ,L ,1 ,H)
-> FORK
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Procedure 4: Initialization Procedure {MS-2)

Note: This procedure is applied to every fork record

through one processor cycle to initialize the
node labels for a search.

FORK: Test current memory word for node or arc record.

F + CMl 1;1]
CT +NC\CT+1
CMÍ 2 ; 1] «- F
-> NODE , if (F = l)
■> ARC , if (F = 0 )

NODE : The current memory word is a node record.

(E,Q,W,I,P ) «- CMÍ 1;2~6]
( E,Q,I,P ) (0,0,0,0)
W MX

CMÍ 2;2~6] (E ,Q,W,1,P)
-v FORK

ARC: The current memory word is an arc record.

{X ,D ,L,I ,H) C7-i[l;2~6]
I 0

CMÍ 1;2~6] ^ {X,D,L,I,H)
-*■ FORK
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Procedure 5: Overflow Avoidance Procedure (MS= 3)

Note: This procedure is executed exactly once on every fork
record as soon as tne search terminates by holding R

constant when overflow is detected during the search
procedure. After executing this procedure over one

cycle, R is reset to zero and the search resumed by
re-entering major state 1.

FORK: Test the current memory word for node or arc record.

F *- CMll-,11
CT <-RC\CT+l
CMl 2 ; 1 ] t- F
-*■ RODE , if (ill )
-*■ ARC , if (F = 0)

RODE-. The current memory word is a node record.

(E,Q,W,1,P) «- CMl 1;2~6]
WR <- ( W<R )
W + W-R
W 0

CMl 2 ; 2 ~ 6 ] (E ,Q ,W ,1 ,P )
-> FOAZ

AAC: The current memory word is an arc record.

, if OfR = 0)*(W*MX)
, if IWR= 1)

FORK
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having the site node as its destination address, and the

field corresponding with Y set to zero. Procedure 3 also

perforins the operations in the ITERATION step of the algo-

rithm. The steps CYCLE and DONE are performed by the global

controller. Procedure 5 has no analog in Algorithm 2, since

the range of the label W was not restricted in that section.

The procedures executed by the cells are mutually

exclusive in that no two are ever evoked simultaneously in

any cell for any record. In fact, exactly one of the pro-

cedures is executed in every cell of the processor at any

time, and this procedure is the same in all cells. There-

fore, it is convenient to associate with each procedure a

major state, MS, of the processor. The procedure evoked in

each cell is determined by the global controller which broad-

casts the major state of the processor.

The description of the activities of the cell by Pro-

cedures 3, 4, and 5 is sufficiently precise to permit the

consideration of the architecture of the cell next.

The Processing Cell Architecture

The architecture of the processing cell must, of course,

support Procedures 3, 4, and 5, but the cell does not need

to be programmable since neither the algorithm nor the

storage structure is likely to vary. To help define neces-

sary terminology, consider the general description of the

cell illustrated in Figure 16.
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MR

MW

RO

Figure 16. The modular substructure of a processing cell.
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The contents of the cyclic access memory associated with

the cell enter over the input MR
, and the processed contents

to be rewritten exit over MW, BI is the input bus from the

channel over which messages are received, and BO is the bus

to the channel for messages generated by the cell. The

arithmetic module performs arithmetic operations and numeri-

cal comparisons on the fields of the records and messages,

and the control module performs combinational tests on the

binary variables, governs the arithmetic module, and assembles

output messages. The priority module controls the issue of

messages from the cell, and resolves bus contention among

cells of the group sharing the bus. The priority module

receives two external inputs: one, CH, from the channel to

signal that the channel cannot accept any further messages,

and the second, RI, a priority rail passing through the cells

of the group. The priority rail permits resolution of bus

contentions through a rotating priority scheme. The inputs

to the cell for timing and clock signals are not shown.

With respect to the arithmetic module, there are two

long sequences of operations which might occur in Procedure 3.

They are stated as Sequences 1 and 2 below.

Sequence 1: WW <- WL<W
W ■*- WL , if WW-1
WR W<R
WZ *■ W=0

Sequence 2: DD <■ D-Q
DD <- | DD
DD + K-DD
Y <- L+W+D
OV + Y>MX

, if DD>K t2
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Sequence 1 occurs in NODE of Procedure 3, and Sequence 2 in

ARC of Procedure 3. The arithmetic module must be capable

of executing either of these sequences in a word time.

Assuming that the cycle time of the memory and the number

of bits around it are fixed by practical considerations,

then there is a reciprocal relationship between the word

time and the width of the memory in bits. While a wide

memory can contain more words of the model, with a resulting

smaller number of cells, the word time is very short, and

high speed logic circuits are required. Because the unit

cost of logic generally decreases with increasing quantity,

and sharply increases with increasing speed, a minimal width

memory (one bit wide) would appear to afford an optimal solu-

tion. An additional and important advantage of a one bit

wide memory is that fewer input and output connections to

each cell are required, further reducing the unit cost.

With the words entering the cell as strings of serial

bits, serial arithmetic can be used if the sequences of

operations can be favorably scheduled. This also permits

the use of various length shift registers for storage.

Because the logic circuits for serial arithmetic operations

are simple and fairly inexpensive, it becomes practical for

many operations to be overlapped where precedence in the

procedure permits. In this manner, the last three statements

of Sequence 1 can be performed simultaneously, such that the

entire sequence can be performed in less than one word time,

e.g., 32 bit times of the 46 bit word time for the estimates
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of Table 2. Thus, the speed of the logic can be commensurate

with the shift rate of the cyclic access memory.

Although compatibility in logic speeds and memory shift

rates has minor significance with head-per-track memories,

it may be quite significant if the integration of large

memories and logic circuits becomes economically competitive.

Such might become possible with the evolving technologies of

magnetic bubbles [MINNR 72] and charge coupled devices. For

this reason, a serial-by-bit, parallel-by-operation architec-

ture is recommended for the processing cell.

To help illustrate this approach, an implementation of

Sequence 2 is considered. Although the operations of the

first three statements appear formidable, they may be real-

ized in essentially two additions, one of which can occur

simultaneously with the execution of the fourth statement

(and fifth statement). Consider that the orientations D

and Q are represented by the integers from 0 through K- 1,

where K corresponds with 360°, and is some power of two (2*9

here). Then, the addition of D to the K 's complement (two's

complement) of Q can be stated

DD + K | (D+K | ( -Q ))

The most significant bit of the sum is

SDD <- +((2©A)p2 )tDD

If SDD is zero, then the value of DD is the desired turning

penalty, but otherwise, the turning penalty can be found by

taking the K' s complement of DD , e.g., DD K\(-DD). Thus,

the turning penalty is formed by a K's complement addition
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followed by a possible complementation of the result. This

latter complementation can be formed as the turning penalty

is added to W. If it is assumed that the logic is moderately

fast, then the sum of the turning penalty W, and L can be

formed simultaneously. Note that the overflow indicator,

OV
, is merely the carry out for the most significant bit of

this sum. Since the time to add D and the complement of Q

is 9 bit times, and the remaining operations are performed

in the length of W, of 16 bit times, the total bit times for

the execution of Sequence 2 is merely 25, considerably

shorter than a word time. A module for executing Sequence 2

based on the field lengths for F, X, D, L, I , and H of 1, 1,

9, 16, 1, and 18, respectively, is described in Table 5 and

illustrated in Figure 17. The variable t is used to indicate

the bit time with respect to the beginning of the arc record.

A simulation of the module in the APL programming language is

given in Appendix B.

Although this example for Sequence 2 realizes only a

small part of the total number of operations to be performed

by the cell, it does comprise the most complex sequence of

arithmetic operations, and is sufficient to indicate the

benefits of the proposed approach to the cell architecture.

First, there are relatively few connections with the module,

which can be of some importance in an integrated circuit

realization. Second, the relatively small amount of memory

required (13 bits here) can be realized by clocked shift

registers. In fact, no storage in the entire cell is
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*[ 2 ]

Xíll

XÍ31

Zí 1] Z[2]

Figure 17. A submodule for Sequence 2.
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Table 5

Example Module Description

INPUTS:

XZ11 is D , if xe(2 + i9 )
XÍ2] is L , if xe(ll + i16 )
XZ31 is Q , if xe ( 2 + i 9 )
XZ 4] is W , if xe(ll + i16 )

ENABLE INPUTS:

EN [1] •*- T = 2

ENZ 2] <- t = 11

ENZ 3] «- xe ( ll + i 9 )
FF[4] *■ (xe (ll + i 16 ) )A(f7Z = l)

OUTPUTS:

Z[l] is Y , if xe(ll + i16 )
Z [ 2 ] is OV , if 1-21

FULL ADDER TERMINALS:

A,B are addends
Cl is carry input
CO is carry output
S is sum output

Note: Only the memory input transfers are clocked. All
the transfers below are executed simultaneously.

FULL ADDER INPUTS:

FAAZl~\ <- X[l]
FAB ill «- -X[2]
FACICl] •<- Ml
FAAZ 2] «- X[3]
FAB l 2] +- FF[3]a(M2*M3[9])
FACI [2] <- M4
FAAZ 3] *■ XZl ]
FAB [3] *■ FASZ2l
FACI [3] Mb

MEMORY INPUTS:

Ml + FACOZ1 ] vENZ 1]
M2 <- ( FAS [ 1 ] AFF [ 2 ] ) v ( M2 A -.FF [ 2 ] )
M3 4- FASZll ,M3[1~8]
MU *■ (Fd£'[l]AFF[2])v(F J4F0[2]A-,FF[2])
Mb + FA CO [ 3 ] a ->EN [ 2 ]
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Table 5 (continued)

FULL ADDER OUTPUTS :

FAS Fdd^FdB^FdFI
FdCO ■+■ l<(Fdd+FdB+FdCT)

MODULE OUTPUTS:

Z[l] (Z[1 ]aFF[ 4])v( FAS [3]a -EN [4])
Z [ 2 ] +- FdFO[2]vFdFO[3]
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required to retain its information statically for more than

the duration of one fork record, and dynamic shift registers

can be employed. Although the multiplicity of operator

modules (such as the full adders) appears a disadvantage, it

does permit the use of a relatively low speed technology,

and simplifies control of the module. With the entire cell

designed after the style of Figure 17, the control signals

can be generated by a small read-only memory driven by a

counter whose modulus is the word length.

Before closing this discussion on the architecture of

the processing cells, a few comments on the mechanics of

receiving and transmitting messages are appropriate. The

total number of bits in a message exceeds the number for a

word of memory, and in order to avoid two data rates in the

cell, the input and output buses are each realized by a pair

of lines. One line carries the data, while the other, the

code and address of the message. As a message is broadcast

over a bus, BI, by a channel, each cell compares its number

against the cell number part of the destination address.

Only the cell whose number matches,interprets the message

as other than a null message.

The code and address parts of a message do not occupy

the entire word time on their lines of the buses. This

unused space on the input bus is employed by the channel to

inform each cell of its group of the major state of the

processor and the value of the control parameter R . On the

output bus, the unused time is employed by the cells to
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transmit error signals and exception codes, such as overflow.

Concurrent signals are "OR-ed" into bus BO.

Having considered the general architectural features of

the processing cells, the nature of the access structure is

addressed next.

The Access Structure

Each group of processing cells with its channel and

commutator segment is an independent unit of the processor,

and is a useful basis for describing the access structure of

the search system processor. Such an aggregation of elements

is shown in Figure 18. The dominant element of the structure

is the channel and, therefore, its description and functions

are presented first.

The internal structure of a channel is illustrated in

Figure 19 as a set of modules. A channel contains one input

module, one output module, and a number of storage modules.

Each storage module comprises a shift register memory for one

message and a number of logic elements which implement asso-

ciative searches on fields of a stored message. The input

module accepts one message from the bus BO, and based on the

code and the unit part, AD[3], of the destination address of

the message, either stores the message or passes it to the

commutator segment associated with the channel. The input

module also extracts comparands from incoming messages for

some of the associative searches on the stored messages,



Commutator
Segment

Figure 18. A unit of the search processor.
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BI

CH

BO

CEO

Figure 19. The structure of a channel.
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generates another comparand, and performs a few additional

functions as described shortly. The output module is pri-

marily used to reorganize messages such that the cell part,

AD[2], of the destination address precedes the remainder of

the message on the bus BI. In addition, the output module

injects the major state and control parameter information

broadcast from the global controller into an egressing

message line.

The functioning of the channel modules is perhaps most

easily described by following the activities attendant with

the entrance of a message on the bus BO. As the message

passes through shift registers of the input module, a number

of fields are examined. The code and destination address of

the entering message are checked, and if the message is a

station message {OP-2),or a trace (0P= 3) or search (0P= 1)

message whose address is not among the cells served by the

channel, the message is diverted to the commutator segment.

If the message is a trace message and the destination is in

the cell group, a copy of the message is made (with OP- 4)

and the original is stored in the channel while the copy is

sent to the commutator for routing to the dispatch system.

As the code and destination address are scanned to

ascertain the disposition of a message, these values are

also employed as comparands for an associative search on the

respective fields of the messages in the storage modules.

By virtue of the procedures which generate the various mes-

sages, only search messages (0P=1) will satisfy this search,
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and as will become clear, at most one match will occur.

While the matching messages have the same destination node,

they will differ in the tentative distance, Y, the tentative

predecessor node, P, or both. If the tentative distances

are equal, then only one message needs to be delivered since

only one shortest route for any vehicle is sought, and it is

immaterial which message is discarded. Here, the incoming

message is discarded while the stored message is preserved.

When the distances of the messages differ, however, the one

having the lesser value must be delivered, and the one with

the greater distance may be discarded since it represents a

poorer route. The message with the lesser distance is found

by performing an associative search with the distance of the

incoming message as comparand, and testing in each module

for the distance of the stored message being greater. This

operation will overlap the test on the code and address, so

both searches are performed independently. After both

searches are performed, a storage module satisfying both has

a message which can be replaced by the incoming message. If

a common match does not occur, but the code and address match,

then the incoming message is discarded. Wien a search or

trace message is to be stored, other than in replacement,

then the bottom-most storage module is selected by a simple

priority system.

The delivery of a message also involves an associative

search. There is a delay of two word times in placing a

message in a storage module onto the bus BI to the cells.
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One word time is consumed in passing through the output

module, while the second is required in determining which

message is to be delivered. This latter operation is per-

formed by an associative search on the word number portion

of the destination address in every stored message against

the current word number (plus two) as comparand. It is

possible that more than one message will require delivery

during any particular word time because of the multiplicity

of cells served by the channel. In such an event, one

message is selected by a rotating priority system, and the

others will be delivered in later cycles.

In each word time, the channel obtains a count of the

number of messages contained in its storage modules. In the

input module, this count is compared against the count trans-

mitted on a control rail by the previous channel along the

commutator. The input module then transmits the greater of

these two counts to the next channel, such that the value

reaching the global controller on the rail is the number of

messages in the most densely filled channel. The global

controller employs this count in determining the value of

the control parameter, R, to be broadcast to the channels

for the next word time.

When any channel becomes filled to capacity, it inhibits

the generation of all messages by its associated cells, and

refuses acceptance of any messages from its commutator seg-

ment. In addition to providing message counts for control

purposes, the channels also monitor their input buses, BO,
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for error and exception alarms, and retransmit them to the

global controller as they occur.

The remaining element of the access structure is the

commutator segment. This is essentially a single word time

delay line for messages, plus shift registers for storing

one message, and some logic. As a message passes through

the commutator segment, the unit part of its destination

address is checked to determine if the message is destined

to that unit. If such is the case, the message is diverted

from the commutator to the bus BO of the channel group. When

such a message is diverted, a null message is passed to the

next commutator segment. As illustrated in Figure 19, the

commutator shares the priority rail of the cells; however,

the segment always has highest priority whereas among the

cells, it is rotated. This assures that the commutator will

not be unnecessarily filled, as its capacity is relatively

small.

The commutator segment includes one shift register for

a message from the channel, and one for the message passing

from the previous segment. If the message entering from the

previous segment is not a null message, or if it is not

diverted to the channel, then a message entering from the

channel cannot be placed in the message stream of the com-

mutator. When this occurs, the message from the channel is

held in the segment until a vacancy in the stream occurs, at

which time it is entered into the stream. While a message

is being retained in the commutator segment, it is necessary
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to defer the generation of all messages in that unit in

order that none are lost. This is realized through the

channel busy signal (CH= 1).

This completes the description of the essential elements

of the architecture proposed for the search system processor.

In the next section, this architecture is evaluated with

respect to both the needs of emergency call processing, and

alternative approaches to the search system implementation.
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EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The fundamental criterion for evaluation of the pro-

posed architecture for the search system is its suitability

to emergency call processing. This criterion can be factored

into four constituents: the ability to execute the searches,

the speed with which the searches are performed, dependability

of the system, and cost. From the preceding section, it

should be clear that the proposed processor can execute the

search algorithm, as it is specifically designed to do so.

Speed and Cost

As is generally the case in processor design, the speed

and cost of the proposed search system processor are antagon-

istically related. The first step towards speed and cost

estimates is the exposure of their interdependencies. A

fundamental speed-cost trade-off arises in the inverse rela-

tionship between the cycle time and the number of processing

cells.

In a particular city, the total quantity of cyclic

storage (in bits or words) is fixed by the street system, and

therefore, the number of words per memory is inversely re-

lated to the number of memories. Then, under the relatively
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safe assumption that the data rate of the cyclic memory

storage medium is a primary constraint, the cycle time and

the number of words per memory are directly related. For

example, a head-per-track disc system having a data rate

limit of three million bits per second on each track, and

a synchronous drive motor, will yield a cycle time of 16.7

milliseconds, and each track will easily hold 1,024 words.

This system will then require 128 cells for a city of about

1.25 million persons based on the estimates of Table 2.

A second speed-cost trade-off occurs between the search

time and the capacity of the access structure for messages.

The search time (in memory cycles) is basically limited by

the topology of the street system model and the cyclic nature

of accession in its stored representation. This time is then

increased through deferment in the generation of search

messages. This effect can be seen to some extent even in

the simple example for Table 1, where the unconstrained

Moore criterion yields the basic search time. In order to

demonstrate the relationships between search time and access

structure capacity more accurately, simulations of a simple

processor have been performed with respect to the partial

street system of Figure 14.

The simulation programs were written in FORTRAN, and

treated the entire model as though stored in a single cyclic

access memory. The primary goal of the simulation was to

determine the relationship between the total number of
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message storage modules and the search time. Additional

studies were performed to obtain estimates of the relation-

ship between the frequency of bus contentions and the number

of cells on a bus. Three different nodes, labeled A, B , and

C in Figure 14,were used as site nodes, and the searches

were terminated by exhaustion of the model. The model has

581 nodes and 1,768 arcs.

In the simulations to determine search time versus

number of storage modules, the independent variable was the

incremental rate of the search algorithm control parameter R

For each cycle, the value of R was increased by a fixed

amount, DELR, and in each case R was initialized to zero.

The maximum number of messages existing at any given time

was taken as an indicator of the required number of storage

modules. The results of the simulations are illustrated in

Figures 20 and 21. The units of the increment DELR are in

terms of the average arc length, and,as a matter of interest

a histogram of arc lengths appears in Figure 22. The ex-

treme right-hand end points of the curves of Figure 20 repre-

sent the results of searches with an unconstrained Moore

algorithm. The relatively large offsets among the curves

for the sites are attributed to the ordering of the nodes of

the model. The nodes were generally numbered from southwest

to northeast.

Figure 23 is a combination of Figures 20 and 21 through

elimination of the parameter DELR, and in each curve the



Figure 20. The dependence of the number of cycles to complete a search ove

Figure 14 on the control parameter increment.
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number of cycles for the unconstrained Moore algorithm has

been deducted to eliminate the offsets. From the figure,

it is clear that limitation of storage modules has little

effect on the search time until a critical region (30 to 50

modules here) is reached. Further limitation sharply in-

creases the search time. In order to obtain the least cost

(number of storage modules) with the least increase in search

time, it is apparent that the processor should operate at the

knee of the curves-of Figure 23. That is, the processor for

the street system of Figure 14 should have about 40 storage

modules. Since the total number of words of cyclic storage

is 2,349 for this example, the processor should have 57

words per storage module. If the foregoing results extend

to larger cities, it would appear that about two thousand

storage modules are required. Fortunately, however, the

search speed does not have to be constantly fast throughout

a search. This point is discussed in detail shortly, but,

first, the simulation studies on bus conflicts are con-

side red.

Bus contention studies were pursued by effectively par-

titioning the simulated cyclic memory into a number of

smaller memories with equal numbers of words, and observing

the number of conflicts which would arise if all the memories

shared a bus to the storage modules. Results of these simu-

lations appear in Figure 24. The value of DELR was adjusted

for each site node such that the maximum number of storage
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a) Conflicts for bus BO (generation)

Figure 24. Incidences of bus contention as a percentage
of the total messages generated.
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modules required would be about 90. The incidences of con-

tentions are given as percentages of the total numbers of

messages generated for the search. Since deferment of mes-

sages due to bus contention or due to having all storage

modules filled have the same effect on the progress of a

search, the solid curve of Figure 25 can be used in inter-

preting the effects of bus contention. The solid curve of

Figure 25 represents the effects of simply limiting the

generation of messages when the storage modules are filled

using an unconstrained Moore algorithm. The broken curve

was obtained from Figure 23 with the offset added back in.

As can be seen, there is relatively little difference in the

curves. Due to the severely limited nature of the simula-

tions, however, it will be assumed that no more than 16

cells should be connected with a channel.

Now, the claim that a great many storage modules is not

required is addressed. As mentioned earlier, the partial

street system of Figure 14 corresponds with about four

square miles. In a city with well-distributed facilities,

it is quite likely that such an area will contain at least

one police patrol car, one ambulance, and perhaps one fire

station. Most emergencies should be satisfied by searches

over an area not much greater than that represented by

Figure 14. Now, consider a catastrophic or severe emergency

requiring considerable emergency equipment and entailing an

extensive search. As long as the contribution of the search
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Figure 25. Comparison of techniques for limiting the required number of

storage modules.
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time to the total response time is very small for each

vehicle, the total search time is of little importance.

That is, if all vehicles one minute from the emergency are

found and dispatched within one second, it does not matter

that twenty seconds may be required to find the vehicles

ten minutes from the site of the emergency. It is the

initial second or two of the search that must be performed

quickly. This behavior is realized by suspending (termi-

nating) the search periodically, and dispatching the vehicles

which have been found within that partial solution before

resuming the search. Relating this to the curves of Figure

23, the processor needs to work below the knee of the curves

only during the beginning of the search.

Because of the manner in itfhich the cells are grouped,

it is necessary that each channel have enough storage mod-

ules to permit operation below the critical region. Although

it would appear that searches crossing unit boundaries must

be slowed through delays in the commutator, such is not

necessarily the case. If, for example, the processor has

twenty channels, numbering the nodes such that the word

number parts of the addresses for any two adjacent nodes

always differ by at least twenty, causes the commutator to

be essentially invisible as long as the message density is

not too great.

To summarize and exemplify the above discussion of

processor speed and cost, consider a city of 1.25 million
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persons. With 1,024 words in each memory, the processor

will have 128 cells, in eight units, with 16 cells per group.

Then if each channel has 40 storage modules and the cycle

time is 16.7 milliseconds, searches should progress at about

6 square miles per second. At worst, the time required to

trace a route from a particular node is equal to the time

required to find the node in a search. Then, vehicles

within 6 square miles about the site node can be dispatched

in two seconds. If the average speed of a responding

vehicle is 40 mph, then a vehicle at the boundary of the

6-square mile area will be dispatched in less than two per-

cent of its field response time.

A rough approximation to cost is gained by assuming

that the elements of the processor are implemented with

custom integrated circuits. Assuming two integrated circuit

packages per cell, 10 for each channel (including its commu-

tator segment), and one for the global controller, a pro-

cessor for a city of 1.25 million persons will cost each

person 48 bits of head-per-track memory and 0.00027 packages

of integrated circuits.
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Dependability

While minimal cost in the processor for the search

system is highly desirable, the ability of the system to

provide uninterrupted service is paramount. With the elimi-

nation of dispatchers and obviation of preplanned route

training, continuous operation of the processor is essential.

Because of the iterative structure of the proposed processor,

a high reliability can be achieved through partial redundancy

In the following, the inclusion of a spare unit in the pro-

cessor is considered with respect to the faults which might

occur in the processor.

A fault in some cell or cyclic memory is likely to have

two effects. One is that messages to the cell will not

elicit generation of the correct messages, and,second,

anomalous messages and signals may be generated spontaneously

In a sense, the anomalous messages and signals are a greater

problem than the lack of generation of the correct messages.

The unconditional inhibition of all messages from a faulty

cell effectively deletes the forks of the model which are

stored in that cell's cyclic memory. This deletion can pro-

duce three results with respect to a particular search. If

the search would not normally include the deleted forks of

the model, there will be no evident effect on the search

solution. If the deleted section would contain an emergency

vehicle selected to respond or the route of some responding ■

vehicle, then the solution produced with the cell excised
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from the processor will be suboptimal. Finally, and most

severe, if the deleted sector contains the representation

of the site of the emergency, the search cannot be initiated.

Because of this last possibility, it is necessary to replace

the faulty cell. When a fault occurs in a channel or com-

mutator segment, the results will be similar, though a much

larger portion of the street system model will be deleted

since the entire unit must be excised to avert anomalous

messages.

Replacement of a faulty cell or unit is accomplished

quite easily in the proposed architecture and, in fact, it

is proposed that the entire unit be replaced if any of its

cells fail. Consider that a spare unit is already in place

in the commutator. Normally, this unit will be invisible

to the rest of the processor by setting, within its commuta-

tor segment logic, a flag which prevents the unit from accept-

ing or generating any messages. When a failure in a unit is

detected, a copy of the street system model in the faulty

unit is loaded into the spare from the length system, and

the unit is assigned the faulty unit's number. At the same

time the flag in the faulty unit's commutator segment is set

to divert messages around it, effectively excising the unit

from the processor. (The current search is then restarted

if the failure occurred during a search.) Following this

replacement of a faulty unit, the malfunctioning cell or

channel can be manually replaced by a spare plug-in module

of the proper type. If the commutator segment logic of all
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units is equipped to

then there is no need

mechanically repaired

unit.

have its unit number rewritten,

to reload the faulty unit once it is

but,rather, it will be the new spare

The above procedure is valid for single faults. Though

very unlikely, the possibility of multiple faults must be

considered. Mien a search in a processor having a number of

units excised is required, the first task is to load some

operational unit with the section of the street system con-

taining the site node if that section is not already repre-

sented. As the search progresses and messages destined to

faulty cells are detected (this can be done in the global

controller), the corresponding sections of the street system

are loaded into operational cells which have not yet been

included in the search. Because the sections of the street

system model which have been covered by the search may con-

tain shortest routes, they cannot be overwritten to continue

a search. Thus, it may be necessary to conclude a search

prior to its normal termination. The occurrence of such an

event is extremely unlikely since the event of very many

units being excised simultaneously is quite remote, and the

frequency of extensive searches due to catastrophic emer-

gencies is low. Thus, although it is remotely possible that

multiple failures can cause incomplete searches, the degra-

dation in the performance of the processor is slow with

respect to increasing failures, and the search system pro-

cessor as a whole will not fail completely until every unit
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has failed. By making it possible to excise single faulty

cells without excising entire units, the multiple fault

degradation can be mitigated considerably. In fact, it is

not essential that any spare unit be included in the pro-

cessor if the possibility of incompletion in exhaustive

searches can be tolerated.

Thus far, there is still one part of the search system

which could cause serious problems in the event of a failure:

the global controller. Because there is only one global

controller, redundancy must be introduced. This is easily

done by installing one (or more) stand-by global controllers,

with commutator segments, in the commutator. This is not as

costly a solution as may appear, since the global controller

is a very simple element, less complex than a cell. The

foregoing discussion has assumed that the logical design of

the various elements of the processor will facilitate the

detection of errors. Because all information is treated

serially by bits, this detection hardware should be inexpen-

sive to provide.

Alternative Approaches

In the preceding discussion, the proposed processor

architecture was considered with respect to the emergency

call processing problem. Now, the proposed system is com-

pared against alternative approaches. An obvious alternative

is the use of a large, time-shared machine. While a number
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of comments on relative costs can be made, the most serious

drawback of a time-shared system is its lack of dependability.

First, operation of the search system depends on the software

of the search system, together with the hardxvare and oper-

ating system of the processor. Because the processor is

time-shared and the needs of the various users will vary,

both the hardware and operating system are subject to changes.

Each such change is very likely to be accompanied by a period

of inoperation while installation progresses and during the

debugging of the altered elements. In addition, the emer-

gency call processing problem requires immediate access to

the machine, though the priority of access is the prerogative

of the machine owner or operator rather than those responsible

for providing the emergency services. Because of these rather

likely sources of interruptions and delays in service, a

time-shared machine is not suitable for the emergency call

processing system implementation, and a dedicated machine is

clearly required.

An inexpensive dedicated processor might be realized

with a minicomputer with secondary storage for the street

system model and other files. The nature of the search

algorithm is to require access to information which becomes

increasingly disbursed throughout the street system model.

The result of this is that at some time, the rate of the

search is likely to approach the random access time of the

secondary memory, which must be relatively long if low cost

is to be preserved. Though this time may be mitigated
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somewhat through paging techniques for the model, the atten-

dant increase in primary memory to contain sufficient pages

is not likely to be satisfactory. A more serious objection

to this approach is the utter reliance on a single proces-

sing unit. Redundancy would require replication of the

entire minicomputer.

A number of structurally repetitive or parallel archi-

tectures have been reported in the literature, and some of

these could be adapted to the search problem here. A cellu-

lar processor for graphs proposed by K. N. Levitt and W. H.

Kautz [LEVIK 72] requires N *2 cells where N is the number of

nodes of the graph. In a city of one million persons, about

one-half billion cells would be needed. B. A. Crane [CRANB

68] suggested solving the shortest route problem in a

specialized associative memory, where the number of words of

memory equals the number of arcs of the graph. For the emer-

gency call processing problem, on the order of 75,000 words

of content addressed memory would be required. Obviously

both the foregoing architectures would be prohibitively

expensive for a search system. Less expensive approaches are

the quasi-parallel, content-addressed search systems proposed

by L. D. Healy, G. J. Lipovski, and K. L. Doty [HEALL 72],

N. Minsky [MINSN 72], and B. Parhami [PARHB 72]. These

systems are based on a head-per-track, magnetic disc or drum

as is the architecture proposed in this report. Unfortunately,

the logical design of the cells associated with the tracks

and the access structures are oriented towards information
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retrieval, and would require prohibitive amounts of time for

shortest route searches. These architectures, together with

the search procedure suggested by B. A. Crane, contributed

significantly to the architecture proposed in the preceding

section.
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ARCHITECTURES FOR THE OTHER SYSTEMS

The needs of the various systems of the emergency call

processor other than the search system are readily satisfied

by currently available equipment or by previously proposed

architectures. The automatic alarm system and the response

system require little more than table look-up systems in

which a single key is given and its attributes are recovered.

The needs of these systems are easily satisfied by inexpen-

sive cyclic memories, such as moving head discs and currently

available integrated circuit central processing units. In

addition, both systems could share one processing unit since

the resulting delays for waiting would be very small if exis-

tent. The name and street index systems require content-

addressed and threshold searches, such as those for which

the quasi-parallel architectures, e.g., by Healy, have been

proposed. It might, however, be desirable to modify the

logic of the cells of that architecture to the specialized

needs of the name and street index systems. The inventory

and dispatch systems could be implemented with a quasi-

parallel memory and an integrated circuit central processing

unit. The memory would be used to store station inventories

and routes, while the processing unit would select the
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vehicles to respond and assemble the texts to be sent to

responding units.

The final system to be considered is the length system.

In the worst case, it is unlikely that arc travel times need

be changed more than once in a five- or ten-minute period.

In addition, only the parameters of major arterials of the

street system will vary rapidly, and even they will not need

to be changed simultaneously. Thus, while the computations

required in the estimation of arc travel times are complex,

they need not be done very quickly, and one, or a few,

integrated circuit central processing units should easily

suffice. For the same reasons, the access time of the memory

of the length system need not be short. Note also that the

sequence in which the arcs are treated is known beforehand,

and the organization of the operands and programs for the

computations can be optimized. Thus, it appears that mag-

netic tape would be adequate for the length system memory.

The low cost of tape storage is particularly desirable in

light of the fact that arc travel times depend on the season

of the year and day of the week as well as on the time of

day. A second task of the length system is to contain a

copy of the street system model in the event of failures

in the search system. This might be supported either by a

moving head disc memory or by a multiple head tape, since

it is desirable to be able to load a unit of the search

system in one or two cycles.
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The reliability of these various systems need not be

as great as the reliability of the search system. These

systems only perform table look-up and translation tasks,

which could also be performed by unskilled operators, albeit

more slowly. The search system, on the other hand, performs

a much more complex task.
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CONCLUSION

The case history reported here for the emergency call

processing problem demonstrates a useful approach to the

design of a computer architecture for a specific applica-

tion. As may be observed, approximately half of the design

effort was devoted to the analysis of the problem.

First, the application was studied to identify the

general processing tasks, the boundaries or interface points

of the system, and the nature of the information which must

be available to the processor. The system was then decom-

posed into smaller, more manageable units by a natural par-

titioning of the information base. After defining the rela-

tionships among the various subsystems, the subsystem essen-

tial to emergency call processing, the search system, was

considered further.

The information base and processing tasks of the search

system were then related to a well-formulated problem in a

mathematical discipline, graph theory. The solution of this

abstract problem, the shortest route problem, was known to

exist. A generalization of a class of reported algorithms

for the shortest route problem was developed and modified

to suit the problem of assigning and routing emergency

vehicles. The behavior of this algorithm was studied
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through simulations. In the development of the algorithm,

both its iterative or cyclic nature and its potential for

parallel computation were observed.

The second half of the design effort was specifically

concerned with the architectural design of the search system

■processor based on the problem analysis. This comprised the

detailed design of the data base organization, processing

procedures, and machine structure.

The cyclic nature of the algorithm was exploited to

reduce cost through the use of cyclic access memory devices.

The parallel processing potential of the algorithm was drawn

upon by segmenting the cyclic memory and associating a

processing unit with each segment. This improved the effec-

tive processing speed to within the necessary limits, and

introduced a form of redundancy easily exploited for enhanced

dependability. Having defined the elements of the machine

structure suggested by the algorithm, a data base organiza-

tion, consistent with the characteristics of the algorithm

and storage devices, was developed for the street system

model. A format for the data during data transfers was also

defined. This generalized format or message structure was

chosen to satisfy the algorithm, to develop further the

dependability of the processor, and to simplify the require-

ments on the inter-processing unit access structure. Follow-

ing this, specific procedures were developed to realize the

computations of the algorithm and to initiate the required

data transfers. Based on these procedures, the internal
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architecture of the processing units was considered. The

final design task was the development of a suitable access

structure. In an evaluation of the proposed architecture

with respect to cost, speed and dependability, some of the

quantitative aspects of the access structure were determined.

Folloiíing the design of a search system architecture,

it was compared against alternative processor architectures.

Although some researchers might perform an evaluation of

existing architectures earlier in the design process, such

is not recommended here, as there is the real danger of

becoming attached to a particular approach and failing to

analyze the problem completely.

The essential point of this report is that about half

of special purpose computer architecture is problem analysis.

The remaining half is concerned with the data base organi-

zation, the processing procedures, and the machine structure.

Extending this to general purpose computers, the computer

architect should be aware of the uses to which computers are

being put and are likely to be put. He must also be familiar

with program schema and data structures, as well as with

hardware technologies.
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APPENDIX A

NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS

The notational system employed in this report is an

adaptation of APL [IVERK 62, IBMUM 70]. The primary depar-

ture from APL conventions is the addition of conditions on

the execution or validity of statements. Some operator

symbols have been interpreted differently and the denotation

of indices has been altered.

Statement Forms

Two statement forms are used. One form is the "iden-

tification statement" and the other, the "operational state-

ment." An identification statement has the structure

<IDENTIFIER> : <COMMENT>

and is used to identify the beginning of a sequence of

statements. The identifier is a character string naming

the sequence, and the optional comment describes the func-

tion or computation of the ensuing sequence. Subsequences

of statements are indicated by indentation. The normal

sequence of interpreting a series of statements is in the

order in which they are written, except as discussed below.

Identification statements and indentations of subsequences
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are ignored in the normal interpretation of a collection

of statements.

Operational statements have the form

<ACTION> , if <CONDITION>.

In an operational statement, the action specified is per-

formed only if the conditional expression, condition, is

satisfied, that is, evaluates to a logical one. The sped-

fied action may be either a transfer of data, denoted by a

■*-, or a transfer of- control, The general form of a data

transfer action is

<N-TUPLE> 4- <N-TUPLE>

in which the values of the components of the right-hand n-

tuple replace the respective values of the components of the

left-hand n-tuple. Transfer of control actions are formulated

-> <IDENTIFIER>

and indicate that the normal sequence of statements is not

to be interpreted if the associated conditions on the action

are satisfied. Instead, the next sequence to be interpreted

is that which is identified by the named identification

statement.

Identifiers

Identi fiers

embedded blanks,

tion statements,

represent single

consist of character strings without

and are used to name variables, identifica-

and physical entities. Identifiers may

entities or ordered sets of entities.
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Indices enclosed in square brackets are associated with an

identifier to indicate an ordered set, e.g., A[J;K].

Multiple indices are separated by semi-colons. In one

special case, a pair of indices alone are used to indicate

arcs of a graph. The string [A;B] represents the arc from

node A to node B of a graph.

When an index is missing, denoted by a blank in the

position of the index, the identifier refers to the subset

of elements delimited by any other represented indices. A

subset may also be identified by listing the values of the

indices, separating the values by commas. A subset whose

index values cover a range is expressed by giving the first

and last value of the range and separating these values by

a tilde. For example, A[9~14; 7,18] denotes a set of twelve

elements from the ordered set A[ ; ]. Connotations of the

identifiers used in this report to denote variables, and

some physical entities, are tabulated in Table 6.

Operator Symbols

The operator symbols used here are listed in Table 7.

Operator precedence in expressions is determined by position

from right to left. Exceptional orders of evaluation in

expressions are indicated by the use of parentheses. To

illustrate, the operator precedence

ated as 5x( A* (2+(7* 8 ) ) ).

5* í4*2 + 7t 8 is evalu-
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Table 6

Connotations of Identifiers

Identifier Range Re fe r an t

LTiHl the arc from node T to node H.

A f the reference node of a search.

AD 0 ~N MGE [ ;2], the destination address of
a message.

BI a channel to processing cell bus.

BO a processing cell to channel bus.

C 0 ~N an upper bound on the number of appli-
cations of Procedure 2 required in the
next iteration of an algorithm.

CH 0,1 the channel busy signal; CH is one when
the channel is busy.

CLN 0~N±NC the concatenation of a unit and a

processing cell number, (dP[l] ,d£>[2]).

CMlli ] a memory word at the input to a

processing cell.

CMC 2; ] a memory word at the output of a

processing cell.

CT 0 ~MC a counter containing the current word
number in the cyclic memories.

DÍT;Hl 0-Z-l the orientation of the arc from node T
to node H.

DD 0~Z t 2 a turning penalty.

DELR 0 a fixed increment in the value of R
with each iteration of the search

algorithm.

EÍT ] 0,1 the emergency vehicle indicator label
of node T.

EV a variable length vector containing the
node numbers of all emergency vehicles
found in a search.
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Table 6 (continued)

Identifier Range Re ferant

EX 0,1 MGE [ ;4].

F 0,1 a binary flag in each memory word
which specifies whether the word is a

node (F= 1) or arc (F=0) record.

H 0 ~N the head node of an arc.

HLT 0,1 a binary signal used to terminate a

search.

I • MGE [ ;7], also used to denote an

arbitrary node.

IIT1 0,1 the deferred status indicator for node

JEffiff] 0,1 the deferred status indicator for arc

CTiHl .

K f the range of angular measurement for
arc orientations, K ,corresponds with
an angle of 360°.

LlTiHl | ~. . . the length (travel time estimate) of
the arc iTiHl.

MGE [1; ] a message at the input to a processing
cell.

MGEÍ 2; ] a message at the output of a processing
cell.

MR the processing cell input line from
its cyclic memory.

MW the processing cell output line to its
cyclic memory.

MX f a very large number, greater than the
longest minimal path in the graph.

N f the number of nodes of the graph.

NC f the number of words in a cyclic memory.

OP 0~5 MGE [ ;1], the designation code of a

message.
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Table 6 (continued)

Identifier Range Re ferant

OFL 0,1 a binary variable denoting a possible
overflow of the field W.

OV 0,1 a binary variable which indicates
arithmetic overflow when equal to one.

PCT] 1~N the predecessor of node T in a shortest

(known) route from the closest reference
node .

PH 1~N MGEL ; 8 ] .

pzm 1~N the predecessor of node T in a shortest
route from the closest reference node.

QlTl 0-K-1 DZPZTliT ].

AD 0~K-1 MGE [ ;5] .

R 0~ • • • a control parameter for the search rate.

RI the priority rail input to a processing
cell.

RO the priority rail output from a

processing cell.

SiTilHl 0~N the Jtfth successor node of node T .

SND 0~5 the value placed in MGEZ 2;1].

T 1 the tail node of an arc.

V f the number of processing cells of the
search system processor.

wzfj 0~ • • • the minimum (known) distance to node T
from the closest reference node.

WL MGE [ ;6 ] .

WR 0,1 a binary variable which is one when
ZW~T;H]<R.

WW 0,1 a binary variable which is one when
MGEZl;&l<ZCM 1;4].
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Table 6 (continued)

Identifier Range Re ferant

wz 0,1 a binary variable which is one when
CMÍ1 ;4]=0.

XlTiHl 0,1 the impassability indicator of arc

lT-,Hl, which is one if the arc has
infinite effective length.

yít-,hi 0 ~ • a tentative minimum distance to node H
from the closest reference node based
on a path including the arc IT-,Hi.

zm 0 ~ • the minimal distance to node T from
the closest reference node.

Note: The range "£" indicates that the value of the
variable is arbitrarily specified, but fixed.
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Table 7

Operator Symbols

Symbol Name Example

- negative 17 is 0-

1 magnitude | "83 is 8

complement 0 is 1

l interval i 5 is ( 1 ,

p size p ( 7 , 20, 4,

Dyadic Operators

+ add 2 + 3 is 5

- subtract 2-3 is "1

X multiply 2x3 is 6

+ divide 8 + 4 is 2

* exponentiate 2*5 is 32

© logarithm 2 ©32 is 5

1 residue 5 1 7 is 2

A and 1 AO is 0

V or 1 VO is 1

< less than 2 < 3 is 1

> greater than 2 > 3 is 0

= equality 2=3 is 0

inequality 2*3 is 1

< less than or

equal to 2 < 3
•

is 1

> greater than
or equal to 4>4 is 1
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Table 7 (continued)

Symb o1 Name Example

i index of 3i(7,4,8,3,5) is 4

9 catenate (2,4),(3,5,8) is (2 ,4, 3,5, 8)

i take 3+(2,3,4,3,5,8)
-

2 + ( 2 , 3,4,3 , 5 , 8 )
is
is

(2,3,4)
(5,8)

4- drop 21(2,3,4,3,5,8) is (4,3,5,8)

e membership 7e(2,3,4,3,5,8)
4e (2,3,4,3,5,8)

is
is

0

1

/ reduction +/(2,3,4,3,5,8)
=/(o, 1 , 1 , 0 ) is i

is 2 + (3+(4+(3+(5 + 8 ) ) ) )
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APPENDIX B

SIMULATION OF THE EXAMPLE MODULE

This appendix presents a simulation of the example

module illustrated in Figure 17 and described in Table 5.

The simulation was programmed for an IBM System/370 com-

puter in APL as described in reference [IBMUM 70].

The simulation program, shown in Table 8, consists

of two functions. The function SIMULATE performs all com-

putations and data transfers specified in Table 5. The

function SEQUENCE may be thought of as a control and inter-

face function. The input to SEQUENCE is a vector of four

elements \vhich represent Q and W of the current fork record

and D and L of the current arc record being processed by

the module. The input quantities are encoded into binary

strings of 46 bits to simulate the serial storage. The

module input IR is construed to be stored in the processing

cell, while MR is directly from the cyclic access memory

associated with the processing cell. The variable TAU

represents x, the bit time of the memory word currently

being processed. SEQUENCE applies the module logic simu-

lating function, SIMULATE , once for each bit time of the

memory word. After the binary strings IR and MR are
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V

Table 8

Module Simulation Functions

V SEQUENCE
[1] ’ENTER Q,W,D,L'
[ 2 ] IN+n
[3] +4-4 x(Q='QUIT' )
[4] WZ+INZ 2]=0
[5] !£«-( ( 2p0 ) , ( 4>( ( 9 p 2 ) Til/[l]))j(<J>((16p2) IN [ 2 ] ) ) , 19 pO )
[6] !7i?+( (2p0 ) ,( <f>( (9p2) i7/[3] ) ) , (c¡>( (16p2) Ifl[4] ) ) , 19p0 )
[7] ZO+-\0,\0
[8] TAU+-1
[9] Xlll+MRlTAUl
[10] XÍ21+IRITAU1
[ 11 ] Xl 3 l+IRlTAin
[12] ENill*-TAU=2
[13] ENi2l+TAU=ll
[14] ENÍ3]+TAUe (11+ 9)
[15] ENikl+(TAUe(ll+ 16 ) ) a (J/Z = l )
[16] Z 0+-Z0,TAU,X,EN AX SIMULATE EN)
[17] TAU+TAU+1
[18] +19-(10x( TAUi^6 ) )
[19] ZP<- 46 10 pZO
[20] I+( 16p2 )jl 4>( ZP[ (ll + i 16 ) ;9 ] )
[21] OV<-ZP [27 ; 10 ]
[22] 'Y IS ';Y
[23] 'OV IS ';OV
[24] ->-2
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V

Table 8 (continued)

V Z+X SIMULATE EN
[1] 2+ 0 0

[2] FAAÍ 1>X[1]
[3] FABl 1]-*—JSr[ 2 ]
[4] FACIÍ11+M1
[ 5 ] FASlll<rFAAll2*FABlll*FACIin
[ 6 ] FACOl±l + l<FAAlll+FABll'] +FACIlll
[7] FAAl 2>X[3]
[8] F,4B[2>FF[3]a(M2*M3[9] )
[9] FdCT[2>A?4
[ 10 ] FAS [ 2 ] <-FAA [ 2 ] *FdB [ 2 ] *FACl l 2 ]
[11] FdF0[2>l<Fd J4[2]+FdB[2]+FdCT[2]
[12] FAAÍ31PXH1
[13] FdS[3>FdS[2]
[14] FdFT[ 3 ]-«-M5
[15] FdS [ 3 ] +-Fdd [ 3 ] *FAB [ 3 ] *FA Cl l 3 ]
[16] FACO [ 3 ]-*-l <FAA [3]tFdB[3] +FACI [ 3 ]
[17] FACO+l<(FAA+FAB+FACI)
[ 18 ] Ml+FACOLllvENlll
[19] M2<-(FASÍ11aENÍ 2] ) v (M2A~EXl 2 ] )
[20] M3+-11 (FASÍ11 ,M3 )
[21] A/4-<-( FdF[ 1 ] aFF[ 2 ] ) v ( FACO [ 2 ] a~FF[ 2 ] )
[22] M5+FAC013]A~EN[2]
[23] Z[1]^(Z[1]AFF[4])v(FdF[3]A~FF[4])
[24] Z[2]«-F;4i70[2]vFA<70[3]
[25] -+OMIT
[26] (10 10 tTAU) ,X,EN,M1,M2,M3,M^,M5,FAA,FAB,FACI,FAS,FACO,Z
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processed, SEQUENCE decodes the output strings of the module,

Z[ 1,2], to obtain the computed values of J and OV for the

arc record.

Examples of the input/output behavior of the simulation

are presented in Table 9 for a number of input values.

The bit by bit operation of the simulation is shown in

Table 10 for one case.
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Table 9

Module Input/Output Simulations

Example OMITIO
SIMULATE

ENTER Q,W,D,L

i □ :

0,33333,0,550
Y IS 33883
OV IS 0

a □ :

0,1,1,0-
Y IS 2

OV IS 0

3 □ :

14,1,29,2
Y IS 18
OV IS 0

b □ :

1,1,0 ,0
Y IS 2
OV IS 0

k □ :

19,1,24,0
Y IS 6
OV IS 0

c □ :

3,1,55555,0
Y IS 257
OV IS 0

1 □ :

29,1,14,2
Y IS 18
OV IS 0

d □ :

511,1,510,0
Y IS 2
OV IS 0

m □ :

300,1,411,0
Y IS 112
OV IS 0

e □ :

255 ,1,511,0
Y IS 257
OV IS 0

n □ :

411,1 , 300,0
Y IS 112
OV IS 0

£ □ :

255 ,1 ,0 ,0
Y IS 256
OV IS 0

0 □ :

299,0,509,99
Y IS 9 9
OV IS 0

g □ :

0 ,1,255 ,0
Y IS 256
OV IS 0

P □ :

6 ,55230,87,43976
Y IS 33751
OV IS 1

h □ :

511,1,255,0
Y IS 257
OV IS 0

q □ :

0,32767,5,32767
Y IS 3
OV IS 1
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Table 10

Module Simulation Example

SEQUENCE
ENTER Q.W.D.L
0:

3 5 2 12

Time

TAU

Inputs
X

12 3

Enab les

EN

12 3 4

Memories

M
1 2

1 2. 3

M
3

4 5 6 7

M
4 5

Full Adder Terminals

FAA

12 3

FAB

12 3

FACI

12 3

FAS

12 3

FACO

12 3

Out-
puts

0 1
0 2 0 0 0 1
0 3 011 0
0 4 111 0
0 5 0 0 0 0

0 6 0 0 0
.

0
0 7 0 0 0 0
0 . 8 0 0 0 0
0 9 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 0

12 011 0
1 3 0 0 0 0

14 111 0

15 10 0 0
1 6 0 0 0 0
1 ? 0 0 0 0
1 8 0 0 0 0

1 9 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 0 0 0

2 2 .0 0 0 0

2 3 0 0 0 0
2 4 0 0 0 0
2 5 0 0 0 0

2 6 0 0 0 0
2 7 0 0 0 0
2 8 0 0 0 0

2 9 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 0 0 0 0
3 2 0 0 0 0
3 3 0 0 0 0
3 4 0 0 0 0
3 5 0 0 0 0

3 6 0 0 0 0
3 7 0 0 0 0
3 8 0 0 0 0
3 9 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 0 0 0 0
4 2 0 0 0 0
'4 3 0 0 0 0
4 4 0 0 0 0
4 5 0 0 0 0
4 6 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 1
0 10 0 1 0
0 10 0 1 1
0 10 0 1 1
oio ii o
0 10 11 0
0 10 11 0
0 10 11 0
0 10 11 0
0 10 11 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0

01000000
00100000
00010000
1000 1000
11000100
11100010
11110001
11111000
11111100
11111110
11111111
11111111
01111111
10111111
11011111
01101111
00110111
00011011
0000 1101
00000110
00000011
00000001
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00 0 00000
000 0 0000
000 0 0000

00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00 0 00000
00000000
00000000
OOOOOGOO
00000000
00000000
00000000

0 0 0 .0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 111 00
0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0

oi ill o c
0 1 1 0 1 10
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0

oo o b o io
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 COO 10
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 Q 0 0 10
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 C 10
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 Ó 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

1 10 0 11
1 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 10 11
1 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 10 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 ICO 00
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
o loo oo
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1
0 10 1 0 1
1 10 0 10
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
.0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 c
0 1 0 0 0 0
o loo oo
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

? IS 18
OV IS 0
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